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Over the past several decades, the globalization of the manufacturing ecosystem has driven more change and impacted the prosperity of more companies, nations and people than at any time since the dawn of the Industrial Revolution. Nations around the world have taken part in and benefited from the rapid globalization of industry and expansion of manufacturing. Globalization of manufacturing has been a key driver of higher-value job creation and a rising standard of living for the growing middle class in emerging nation economies. This has dramatically changed the nature of competition between emerging and developed nations as well as between companies. Recent research confirms manufacturing has been immensely important to the prosperity of nations, with over 70% of the income variations of 128 nations explained by differences in manufactured product export data alone.

A number of factors have enabled this rapid globalization, including a significant change in geopolitical relations between East and West, the widespread growth of digital information, physical and financial infrastructure, computerized manufacturing technologies, and the proliferation of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements. These factors, along with others, have permitted the disaggregation of supply chains into complex global networks allowing a company to interact in the design, sourcing of materials and components, and manufacturing of products from virtually anywhere – while satisfying customers almost anywhere.

While digital technology and free trade proliferation will continue to enable the flattening of the world and the globalization of manufacturing supply chains, the dominant factors that shaped the disaggregated supply chains we find today will not be the same as those that carry us through the next several decades. The global environment is changing. Many emerging economies used by multinationals as locations of low-cost labour, have developed significant manufacturing and innovation capabilities permitting them to produce increasingly advanced manufactured products. At the same time, these economies have begun to experience a corresponding escalation in wages and costs, following in the footsteps of their developed nation counterparts. Greater prosperity and higher wages are helping drive an increased ability, and desire, to consume by these growing middle classes, making them much more an exciting market of new consumers and much less a source for low-cost labour.

With the seeds planted by these multinationals, and the opportunity to serve these new markets, powerful new competitors are growing every day. This will profoundly reshape manufacturing supply chains over the coming several decades. But this reshaping will also be influenced by complex macroeconomic and geopolitical challenges, including exposure to currency volatility, sovereign debt pressures and emerging protectionist policies of many countries to gain access to emerging and prosperous new markets. All of these factors are driving more localized manufacturing supply chains.
While we expect the forces that initiated this rapid globalization to continue, we also see some clear and important new trends emerging that will define manufacturing and competition over the next 20 years. These trends will require the attention and collaboration of policy-makers, civil society and business leaders:

- **The infrastructure necessary to enable manufacturing to flourish and contribute to job growth will grow in importance and sophistication and be challenging for countries to develop and maintain.**

Investing in effective infrastructure has been essential for emerging nations to be included as a potential location by multinationals and thus participate in the benefits derived from the globalization of manufacturing. This trend will intensify in the future. Reinvestment in maintaining competitive infrastructure will become critical for developed nations to keep pace. Public funding support for infrastructure development will be a challenge for developed nations given the expected long tail on sovereign debt issues. Effective public-private partnerships will be essential to address this. While infrastructure alone will not lead directly to best-in-class manufacturing, a serious lack of infrastructure or a steadily decaying infrastructure will negatively impact a nation’s manufacturing competitiveness and create serious obstacles for the supply chain networks of global multinationals.

- **Competition between nations to attract foreign direct investment will increase dramatically raising the stakes for countries and complicating the decision processes for companies.**

Annual foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows for manufacturing more than doubled to average US$ 350 billion from 2006 through 2009, and manufacturing accounted for 26% of global FDI projects in 2010, generating 1.1 million jobs. FDI is a means to bring manufacturing and research facilities to a country, building infrastructure in public-private partnerships and leveraging the multiplier effect of manufacturing on service jobs across the nation. As public funding challenges mount, the competition between nations for FDI will increase dramatically. Membership in the World Association of Investment Promotion Associations has increased by 2.5 times since 2001. For companies, the myriad of potential investment options will be increasingly hard to differentiate and navigate. But investments in the wrong location and not contributing enough to truly advance a company’s global competitive capabilities will have long lasting negative consequences and be increasingly hard to unwind.

- **Growing materials resources competition and scarcity will fundamentally alter country and company resources strategies and competition, and serve as a catalyst to significant materials sciences breakthroughs.**

Demand for rare earth elements increased sixfold from 2009 to 2010, with China supplying 95% of global demand. In the short term, countries and companies react to rising scarcity and prices of materials, such as rare earth elements, by stockpiling or hedging. In the longer term, success will be marked by discoveries of alternative elements, investing in latent supply access, breakthroughs in materials sciences and more efficient practices governing the use of materials.

- **Affordable clean energy strategies and effective energy policies will be top priorities for manufacturers and policy-makers, and serve as important differentiators of highly competitive countries and companies.**

By 2035 the US Energy Information Administration expects world energy consumption will more than double, from a 1990 baseline, to roughly 770 quadrillion Btu, and outpace the increase in population over the same time period. Demand for and cost of energy will only increase with future population growth and industrialization. Environmental and sustainability concerns will demand that nations respond effectively and responsibly to the future energy challenge. All nations will be seeking competitive energy policies that ensure affordable and reliable energy supply. All manufacturing sectors will be forced to seek new ways of manufacturing, from energy efficient product designs to energy efficient operations and logistics. Collaboration between company leaders and policy-makers will become an imperative to solve the energy puzzle.

- **The ability to innovate, at an accelerated pace, will be the most important capability differentiating the success of countries and companies.**

Companies regarded as more innovative grew net income over two times faster and their market capitalization nearly two times faster from 2006 to 2010 compared to their non-innovative counterparts. Countries that are more successful at fostering innovation perform better, whether looking at GDP or GDP per capita. Companies must innovate to stay ahead of competition, and must be enabled by infrastructure and a policy environment that better supports university/research lab breakthroughs in science and technology and investment budgets that permit dedicated pursuits. In the 21st century manufacturing environment, being able to develop creative ideas, addressing new and complex problems and delivering innovative products and services to global markets will be the capabilities most coveted by both countries and companies. But even more essential for innovation to flourish will be access to a workforce capable of driving it.

- **Talented human capital will be the most critical resource differentiating the prosperity of countries and companies.**

An estimated 10 million jobs with manufacturing organizations cannot be filled today due to a growing skills gap. Despite the high unemployment rate in many developed economies, companies are struggling to fill manufacturing jobs with the right talent. And emerging economies cannot fuel their growth without more talent. Access to talent will become more important and more competitive. Today’s skills gap will not close in the near future. Companies and countries that can attract, develop and retain the highest skilled talent – from scientists, researchers and engineers to technicians and skilled production workers – will come out on top. In the race to future prosperity, nothing will matter more than talent.
The strategic use of public policy as an enabler of economic development will intensify resulting in a competition between nations for policy effectiveness and placing a premium on collaboration between policy-makers and business leaders to create win-win outcomes.

With competition increasing for so many resources and capabilities, and with the prosperity of nations hanging in the balance, policy-makers will be actively looking for the right combination of trade, tax, labour, energy, education, science, technology and industrial policy levers to generate the best possible future for their citizens. Despite many instances of failed industrial policies in history, policy-makers are increasingly turning to intervention in an attempt to influence outcomes and accelerate manufacturing sector development with several G20 countries, including China, India and Brazil, recently coming out with industrial policies. This means that policy-makers, in a complex global network of interdependencies, will need to carefully pull the right levers, at the right time in a balanced approach and mindful of unintended consequences. Companies will need to be more sophisticated and engaged in their interactions with policy-makers to help strike the balanced approach necessary to enable success for all.

In the future, nations will increasingly compete with each other to drive high-value job creation and harness the advantages of a globally leading manufacturing innovation ecosystem. Manufacturing companies – current powers and new entrants – will engage in an intensifying, talent-driven innovation competition to dominate profitable markets for new and existing customers. As this unfolds, both government policy agendas and manufacturing company strategies will be shaped by growing competition around common resources and capabilities. The involvement of policy-makers in shaping outcomes will steadily grow and require stronger collaboration with business leaders to achieve success.

Andreas Renschler, Member of the Board of Management, Daimler and Chief Executive Officer, Daimler Trucks and Daimler Buses, Daimler AG and Robert Z. Lawrence, Albert L. Williams Professor of Trade and Investment, Harvard Kennedy School, Harvard University share comments in Davos-Klosters.
Project Methodology

With a call to action from stakeholders at the 2011 Annual Meeting, in January 2011 the World Economic Forum’s Mobility Industries team initiated the Future of Manufacturing project to address how the global manufacturing ecosystem is evolving. The project explored the pivotal drivers of change, today and in the future, to generate insights and a platform for informed dialogue between senior business leaders and policy-makers.

For this first phase of the project, the objective was to create a “data-driven narrative” regarding the state of the global manufacturing ecosystem and the factors that would be most likely to shape the future of competition for both countries and companies. The final report provides the foundation and launching point for more specific, recommendations oriented research efforts in a second project phase. The report was developed using an iterative process with the relentless support of global project stakeholders.

The project team, made up of manufacturing industry experts from the World Economic Forum and Deloitte LLP, used a combination of primary and secondary research including an extensive review of key academic and industry literature, select interviews with more than 30 manufacturing business, academia, and policy leaders, and numerous virtual Task Force calls. This effort also benefited from gaining invaluable feedback from other concurrent World Economic Forum project teams, including the Forum’s Global Agenda Council on Advanced Manufacturing. Industry, policy, and academic stakeholders also interacted during seven face-to-face global workshops in the following locations:

- New York, USA: 7 April 2011
- Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: 27 April 2011
- Dalian, China: 15 September 2011
- Abu Dhabi, UAE: 11 October 2011
- Mumbai, India: 12 November 2011
- London, UK: 1 December 2011
- Davos, Switzerland: 27 January 2012

These workshops allowed for more substantive dialogue and exchange of expert perspectives, and included critical region and country specific manufacturing industry challenges and opportunities, which helped shape this report.
Over the past several decades, manufacturing has experienced significant change as rapid globalization shifted a significant proportion of manufacturing capacity from developed to emerging economies and substantial new markets and new competitors emerged. The globalization of manufacturing was enabled by a combination of forces coming together simultaneously, including a significant change in geopolitical relations between east and west, the widespread growth of digital information, physical and financial infrastructure, computerized manufacturing technologies, and the proliferation of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements.

These factors, along with others, have permitted the disaggregation of supply chains into complex global networks allowing a company to interact in the design, sourcing of materials and components, and manufacturing of products from virtually anywhere – while satisfying customers almost anywhere.

The manufacturing industry is of great interest to investors and business leaders hoping to take advantage of the opportunities presented by rapid globalization and the significant growth of the middle class in emerging markets, as well as serving high-value customers in developed markets with innovative new products and services.

Policy-makers, still coping with the aftermath of the financial crisis and hoping to stimulate high-value job growth and create sustained economic recovery, are keenly interested in the benefits of having a globally competitive manufacturing industry. While the changes that have occurred in the recent past are important to understand, it is the future of competition in the manufacturing industry that has the most interest to both business leaders and policy-makers.

The Future of Manufacturing project represents a nearly 12-month collaboration among senior manufacturing executives, policy-makers, and subject matter experts. It is intended to provide a foundation upon which more detailed research will take place. Our research delved into how the global manufacturing ecosystem is evolving and the trends most impacting global manufacturing competitiveness in the future, as depicted in the framework shown in Figure 1, including market forces, such as macroeconomic and demographic forces, as well as the key resources and capabilities where competition will occur for both companies and countries in the future. Finally, we conclude with a brief look at the role of public policy and its impact on the manufacturing competitiveness of nations and businesses. The research is complemented by insights from seven project workshops at various global locations.

This report comprises three sections:

- **Section 1: Manufacturing’s Globalization** identifies the key drivers of the change that have occurred over the past 20 years and the impact and implications for manufacturers that have resulted. In addition, we explore whether manufacturing still matters, looking at some compelling new research, and conclude without question that yes, manufacturing does indeed matter.

- **Section 2: The New Calculus of Manufacturing** explores some of the most important recent trends that will alter the nature of manufacturing’s globalization over the next few decades and how this will again change manufacturing supply chains.

- **Section 3: Future Competition: Resources, Capabilities and Public Policy** examines the key areas where both countries and companies will face the most intense competition in the future, and where both policy-makers and business leaders will need to collaborate in the development of the solutions necessary to benefit both private enterprises and the well-being of nations.

---

**Figure 1: Global Manufacturing Competitiveness Framework**

Source: Adapted from Deloitte and Council on Competitiveness: What separates the best from the rest? Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu 2011
Section 1: Manufacturing’s Globalization

Since the dawn of the Industrial Revolution, manufacturing has been transformative for countries and companies. Those who could harness its power have achieved great prosperity and profitability. High paying middle-class job creation, driven by manufacturing following World War II, established major industrial powers in North America, Western Europe and Asia, with the United States, Germany and Japan emerging as the major global manufacturing leaders and reaping the rewards: steady GDP growth, a prosperous middle class, and a rapidly growing services sector fuelled in large part by the multiplier effect of the manufacturing innovation ecosystem.

More recently, however, over the past several decades, a rapid globalization has occurred in the global manufacturing ecosystem driving more change and impacting the prosperity of more companies, nations and people than at any time in the last 100 years. A significant amount of manufacturing has moved from developed nations to emerging economies and this rapid global expansion of manufacturing has dramatically changed the competitive landscape for manufacturers. Nations around the world have taken part in and benefited from the rapid globalization of industry and expansion of manufacturing. Recent research confirms manufacturing has been immensely important to the prosperity of nations, with over 70% of the income variations of 128 nations explained by differences in manufactured product export data alone.¹

Globalization of manufacturing has been a key driver of higher-value job creation and a rising standard of living for the growing middle class in emerging economies, including China, India, South Korea, Mexico and Brazil. Developed nations have benefited from lower-cost products driven by the lower wages used for production in emerging markets. But this has also dramatically changed the relationship between emerging and developed nations, creating competition as well as co-dependency.

In this section, we explore a number of the key factors that have helped shape the current global manufacturing ecosystem, including the widespread growth of digital information infrastructures and computerized manufacturing technologies, and the proliferation of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements, providing a better understanding of globalization from a manufacturing perspective as well as defining our launching point for considering the future of manufacturing. But first, we seek to understand whether “manufacturing still matters” to the economic development and prosperity of nations before exploring significant recent changes and contemplating the future of manufacturing.

Does Manufacturing Still Matter?

Manufacturing’s share of global value added has declined steadily over the past nearly 30 years as the global value added of services has grown. In 1985, manufacturing’s share of global value added was 35%. By 2008, it had declined to 27%. Services grew from 59% to 70% over the same period. This trend has largely been driven by developed country economies with typically higher wages. According to a recent United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) report, this can be explained by the decrease in relative prices of consumption goods, in conjunction with the simultaneous growth of the demand for services.

An added explanation is the often-cited multiplier effect of manufacturing on services jobs. The US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis indicates that manufacturing has a higher multiplier effect on the US economy than any other sector with US$ 1.40 in additional value added in other sectors for every US$ 1.00 in manufacturing value added. If manufacturing is having a multiplier effect on services while simultaneously reducing the prices of manufactured goods, services should indeed be growing more rapidly, assuming manufacturing is also growing.
Economic Complexity and Manufacturing

The debate has carried on over the past 30 years regarding the relative importance of manufacturing versus services. The great recession of 2008-2009 caused many policy-makers and business leaders to carefully examine the real value added of “making things” and the impact of manufacturing and manufacturing innovation on economic growth and job creation. Recent research from Harvard and MIT by Ricardo Hausmann and César Hidalgo provides a compelling case that manufacturing does indeed matter. Using export trade data for only manufactured goods from 128 countries over the past 60 years, they can explain a significant portion (over 70%) of the income variations in countries using their definition of Economic Complexity.2

For a more detailed discussion of Hausmann’s and Hidalgo’s research, please see their essay – “Economic Complexity and The Future of Manufacturing” – on the following pages. In their research, economic complexity is directly related to manufacturing knowledge and capabilities and they demonstrate that once a country begins to manufacture goods, thus building knowledge and capabilities, its path to prosperity becomes much easier. Furthermore, they show that the more complex the goods and the more advanced the manufacturing process, the greater the prosperity.

This research looks at both the composition and quantity of a nation’s manufacturing. Hausmann and Hidalgo have created a measure of the sophistication of an economy based on how many products a country exports successfully and how many other countries also export those products. They argue that sophisticated economies export a large variety of “exclusive” products that few other countries can make. To do this, these economies have accumulated productive knowledge and developed manufacturing capabilities that others do not have. Manufacturing capabilities can be combined in different ways to produce different products and create different networks, some more sophisticated or complex than others.

While complexity is normally something manufacturing organizations try to avoid, complex economies based on sophisticated networks of manufacturing knowledge, capabilities, and product sets are a good thing.

Hausmann and Hidalgo not only show that income or prosperity and sophistication or economic complexity rise in tandem, but also that the linkage between manufacturing, economic complexity and prosperity is highly predictive, with economic complexity being much better at explaining the variation in incomes across nations compared to any other leading indices (Figure 2). Economic complexity, and therefore manufacturing, is closely related to a country’s level of prosperity: the more advanced manufacturing capabilities and more advanced product sets, the higher the prosperity.

Importantly, they demonstrate that economies find it easier to master new products that are similar to ones they already make. It is easier to graduate from assembling toys to assembling televisions than to jump from textiles to aerospace. They call the feasibility of these jumps “adjacent possibilities.” In their maps of the industrial landscape of a nation, similar products using similar knowledge and capabilities are more closely related than others and cluster tightly together while unrelated products stand apart. Using their maps you can see that an economy that already exports a few products in the tightest clusters can diversify quickly, hopping from one closely related product to the next. Manufacturing knowledge and capabilities can breed new knowledge and capabilities and thus new, more advanced products when the right jumps are made.

Figure 2: Economic Complexity Index Contribution to R²

Shows the relationship between economic complexity and income per capita obtained after controlling for each country’s natural resource exports. After including this control, through the inclusion of the log of natural resource exports per capita, economic complexity and natural resources explain 73% of the variance in per capita income across countries.

**Product Space Network**

**Reading Tree Maps and Product Space Maps**

Tree Maps (rectangles) represent the composition of the country’s economy with each colour rectangle depicting a separate product being exported and with the size of the rectangle representing the percentage that product constitutes of total country exports. Product Space Maps on the other hand appear as complex network nodes. Products requiring fewer and less complex capabilities are on the periphery of the map and are smaller and typically less connected to other nodes. The centre or core of the Product Space Map contains products requiring more advanced capabilities, such as complex machinery and automobiles. At the core, the nodes are larger and typically more connected, indicative of the higher complexity level of such products. In the Product Space Map, only the nodes with dark/black rings around them represent the products that country is exporting. The Product Space Map is the same for every country, much like a map of the world. Only the nodes circled in black change, depicting that country’s unique combination of products being manufactured for export.

Finally, their product maps, displayed in colourful detail for 128 countries showing development over time, in *The Atlas of Economic Complexity: Mapping Paths to Prosperity*, illustrate that a very large number of economies are growing their manufacturing capabilities and the sophistication of their product sets and thus advancing the complexity of their economies. It is possible to slide backwards, particularly for developed nations that do not keep developing their manufacturing knowledge, capabilities and product sets. However, almost all nations are moving forward (albeit at different rates), suggesting not only that manufacturing matters, but that a very large number of nations are becoming competitors for manufacturing products and advancing their manufacturing knowledge and capabilities. Based on their research, one conclusion seems very clear: a great competition is underway between most nations – both emerging and developed – for the benefits that their economies can derive from manufacturing.

**Product Space Network**

Economic Complexity in Action: Thailand as a Case Example

Using Thailand as an example, representing one of the fastest growing economies since 1968, Hausmann’s and Hidalgo’s very visual Product Space Maps and Tree Maps show the state of that economy in 1968, 1988 and 2008 (Figure 3) and clearly demonstrate growing economic prosperity, increasing economic complexity, more advanced manufacturing capabilities, and more advanced products for export.

- In 1968, competitive exports reflected lower complexity and clustered around the periphery of the Product Space Map. Competitive positioning, while focused on agricultural economy, did include the capabilities that would ultimately drive the economy toward more advanced products.

- By 1988, competitive exports reflected an increased complexity and entry into key high-complexity product communities (e.g. electronics, machinery, construction material and equipment, and aircraft). Positioning in 1988 enabled entry into increasingly valuable industries and prepared Thailand for an improved role in producing and exporting more complex, higher-value products and participating in higher value chains.

- In 2008, competitive exports reflected considerably higher complexity as evidenced by dozens of products being exported from the core of the Product Space Map. Knowledge accumulation and capability development have allowed Thailand to develop an increasingly complex economy now competitively manufacturing and exporting complex machines and electronics.

Figure 3: Thailand Product Space and Tree Map
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The product space can be used to predict the evolution of an economy because countries are more likely to start exporting products that are connected in the product space to the ones that they already export. We care about the structure of the product space because it affects the ability of countries to move into new products. Products that are tightly connected share most of the requisite personbytes (the amount of knowledge a person can know), and it is easier for countries to diversify following the links in the product space. A highly connected product space, therefore, makes the problem of growing the complexity of an economy easier. Conversely, a sparsely connected product space makes it harder.

In our analysis we find that most manufactured goods are network hubs, meaning that they tend to be connected to many other goods. This is a strong difference between manufacturing and other activities like mining, oil and gas, and agriculture. At the lower end of manufacturing, garments constitute a highly connected cluster in the product space. A country that is successful at making a few kinds of garments will find it relatively straightforward to diversify into others. A similar pattern is observed for higher-end products such as machinery, electronics, chemicals and pharmaceuticals. This is so because the productive knowledge required to make some of these products is relatively similar, making them adjacent in the product space. Manufacturing creates a set of stepping-stones, or a stairway to development, that provides a more continuous progression of rungs than other economic activities.

This is one of the reasons why most of the sustained growth miracles of the past 60 years have been manufacturing miracles. Think of Japan, Korea, China, Thailand or Turkey. This is also the reason why so many resource-rich countries have had trouble transforming their natural wealth into a self-sustaining growth process. The personbytes required to successfully extract minerals do not lend themselves as easily for alternative use. It is also the reason why so many developing countries are not catching up: their network of connected activities, and their personbytes. Materials need to be able to get in and out, through ports, airports and roads. People with a diverse set of skills need to be able to go to work and back, a fact that requires good urban transportation and an experienced, capable and intellectually diverse population. Power needs to be generated and made available. Water and water treatment needs to be provided. Worker and environmental safety must be assured. Security needs to be adequate. Appropriate sections of a city need to be authorized to host different activities and infrastructure.

The list goes on: finance, labour training, custom services, telecommunications, day-care facilities, etc. This manmade ecosystem cannot pre-exist the development of manufacturing. It needs to co-evolve with it. Moreover, while many of the inputs that a manufacturing plant needs can be purchased from other private firms, many elements of the ecosystem are either provided by or under the control of governments.

A laissez-faire disregard of the government-provided requirements for competitive manufacturing, justified under the often repeated prohibition against “picking winners”, is bound to guarantee that a country will end up losing the march towards prosperity by making public-private cooperation impossible in constructing the productive ecosystem.

The Atlas of Economic Complexity places each country in the product space. It presents what it is currently able to do and which activities lay in the “adjacent possible.” We measure how far is each non-existent activity from the current knowledge set of the country, which should affect how challenging it would be to move in that direction. We also measure how potentially profitable each of these activities are, relative to the current set of successful exports and how strategic each move would be, in terms of how many other options would a successful move open up.

Ultimately, we view economic development as a social learning process, but one that is rife with pitfalls and dangers. Countries accumulate productive knowledge by developing the capacity to make a larger variety of products of increasing complexity. This process involves trial and error. It is a risky journey in search of the possible. Entrepreneurs, investors and policy-makers play a fundamental role in this economic exploration. Manufacturing, however, provides a ladder in which the rungs are more conveniently placed, making progress potentially easier.

Today, the improvement of transportation and telecommunication services has allowed production chains to be split up geographically. This means that to get going, locations need to have fewer personbytes in place than in the past. Design, procurement, marketing, distribution and manufacturing need not be done in the same place, meaning that places with few personbytes can more easily get their foot through the door and then add functions more gradually. This has made much more of the manufacturing space accessible to more countries, with the concomitant reduction of manufacturing jobs in the advanced countries.

Our guess is that this process is bound to continue at an accelerated pace, as more and more middle-income countries get into a position where they can occupy more of the product space, as China, Thailand and Turkey have done. For the advanced countries, inventing new products at an accelerated pace, and controlling the international networks that help put together these products, is what will allow them to maintain their currently high level of income, albeit with a potential increase in inequality.

By providing maps, we do not pretend to tell potential explorers where to go, but to pinpoint what is out there and what routes may be shorter or more secure. We hope this will empower these explorers with valuable information that will encourage them to take on the challenge and thus speed up the process of economic development. Maps are available at atlas.media.mit.edu.

Ricardo Hausmann is Director of Harvard’s Center for International Development and Professor of the Practice of Economic Development at the Kennedy School of Government.

César A. Hidalgo is Assistant Professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Media Laboratory, the Asahi Broadcast Corporation Career Development Professor, and a faculty associate at Harvard’s University Center for International Development.
The Future of Manufacturing

The proverbial “bar” will continue to be set higher and higher as nations and companies build increasingly advanced manufacturing capabilities. Viewing existing capability sets through the economic complexity lens can create a competitive advantage for companies and countries that understand how to use the information and navigate through the “product space.”

Implications For and of Economic Complexity Research

Hausmann’s and Hidalgo’s work has numerous implications in the context of manufacturing and the linkage to economic growth. For countries:

- The advancement of manufacturing capabilities is directly linked to increasing economic prosperity for a nation and its citizens. Proper positioning and movement within the product space determines the ability to accelerate economic development.
- Many emerging economies are primed for rapid growth, enabled by the complex economic infrastructures they have developed and the manufacturing knowledge and capabilities accumulated. Emerging nations should focus on directing policy and investing resources in building capabilities and in product groups that are the “adjacent possibilities.”
- Developed nations must also continue to advance their manufacturing capabilities and knowledge in order to innovate, create ever more sophisticated economies, and to stay competitive.

For companies, this research also has significant implications.

- As globalization and economic development make an increasing array of locations appear attractive, better understanding the ability of a country to make the next “adjacent possible” step to ongoing competitiveness, including the critical development of human capital and infrastructure among other factors, will be needed.
- As more countries develop advanced manufacturing capabilities, more competitors are being created that will someday rise up and challenge today’s market leaders, requiring ongoing investments in innovation and new products and new markets to maintain and improve competitiveness.
- While the growth of advanced research and manufacturing hubs in emerging markets creates new sources for both talent and customers, the higher costs typically seen in developed countries will surely follow into these new complex economies.

For both countries and companies, there are broader implications.

- Viewing existing capability sets through the economic complexity lens can create a competitive advantage for companies and countries that understand how to use the information and navigate through the “product space.”
- As nations and companies build increasingly advanced manufacturing capabilities, strategic decisions will become more complex and carry more risk for both countries, from a policy perspective, and companies regarding everything from location decisions to joint venture partners and sourcing and supply chain networks.
- The proverbial “bar” will continue to be set higher and higher as advanced manufacturing capabilities disseminate globally.

The Globalization of Manufacturing and the Rise of a New Global Middle Class

A growing population is creating the foundation for new demand centres in emerging economies.

During the second half of 2011, the global population surpassed the 7 billion mark, representing considerable growth from 1950, when the population stood at 2.5 billion. Should current rates of growth continue, the United Nations projects, on a medium fertility variant, that world population could exceed 8.9 billion inhabitants by 2050.1

Much of the growth is expected to take place in the developing world.

Currently, 82% of the global population lives in the developing world, and through 2020 will account for 96% of the projected 766 million increase.2 Asia and Africa, which account for 75% of the global population today, are forecast to make up 78% of the total by 2050.3 As the population grows, it will also get older and increasingly urban.5

Manufacturing is helping drive significant GDP growth in the developing world.

Economic growth, as represented by GDP, has been due in part to the growth of manufacturing in emerging countries. With the exception of Germany, manufacturing growth in developed nations, including the United States, Japan, the United Kingdom and Canada slowed considerably between 2000 and 2009 compared to the 1990 to 2000 period, while manufacturing growth accelerated in most other nations in the world, particularly in China. While Japan’s manufacturing GDP held steady in absolute terms, and the United States actually increased, China passed all other nations in the world to become the world’s largest manufacturer in terms of GDP (Figures 4 and 5).

Donald Hepburn at Chatham House has recently authored a study, “Mapping the World’s Changing Industrial Landscape,” which highlights the global shift in manufacturing over the past 20 plus years, including the following.

- The dramatic shift of manufacturing to developing countries due in part to the rise of domestic industries as well as the relocation of industries from the developed world as multinationals sought low cost labour rates to provide them with a cost advantage in global markets. On the whole, shares of world manufacturing value added have moved towards developing countries, at the expense of industrialized countries (Figure 6).
- The very rapid growth in value added in developing countries from 2000–2007 across all sub-sectors of manufacturing as opposed to developed nations (Figure 7).
Figure 4: Manufacturing GDP CAGR, 1990-2000

Figure 5: Manufacturing GDP CAGR, 2000-2009

Figure 6: Share of World Manufacturing Value Added (%)

Figure 7: Growth in Value Added, 2000-2007


• Share of world manufacturing value added by sector demonstrates developing countries increased their share of manufacturing value added in 22 International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) categories (Figure 8). Particularly rapid growth (more than 10% a year) occurred in base metals (e.g. steel), other transport (e.g. railway rolling stock, ships, aircraft), TVs, machinery (both office and factory), furniture and medical equipment.

• The dominance of Asia during this period, which grew four to five times faster than Latin America – Asia and Latin America account for most of developing-country manufacturing.

• The significant growth in Fortune Global 500 represented by BRIC companies since 1995, when there were only six, to 2000, when there were 18, finally to 2010, when there were 67 BRIC companies on the list of 500.

Figure 8: Share of World Manufacturing Value Added, by Sector (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISC</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Industrialized Countries</th>
<th>Developing Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Food &amp; Bevs</td>
<td>70.0 62.1</td>
<td>30.0 37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>40.4 27.2</td>
<td>59.0 72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>54.0 35.5</td>
<td>46.0 64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Apparel</td>
<td>63.9 40.8</td>
<td>36.1 59.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Apparel</td>
<td>54.2 32.8</td>
<td>45.8 67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Wood products</td>
<td>84.3 78.9</td>
<td>15.7 21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Paper products</td>
<td>83.0 74.2</td>
<td>17.0 25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Printing &amp; publishing</td>
<td>90.9 86.4</td>
<td>9.1 13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>58.8 48.5</td>
<td>41.2 51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>75.9 68.8</td>
<td>24.1 31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Rubber &amp; plastics</td>
<td>74.7 63.9</td>
<td>25.3 36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Non-metals</td>
<td>70.9 61.0</td>
<td>29.1 39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Basic metal</td>
<td>72.6 50.0</td>
<td>27.4 50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Fabricated metal</td>
<td>85.0 78.8</td>
<td>15.0 21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Machinery nec</td>
<td>85.9 75.8</td>
<td>14.1 24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Office machinery</td>
<td>91.4 87.8</td>
<td>8.6 12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Elec machinery</td>
<td>77.8 58.9</td>
<td>22.2 41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Radio, TV etc</td>
<td>89.4 87.2</td>
<td>10.6 12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>91.1 87.7</td>
<td>8.9 12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Motor vehicles</td>
<td>70.0 62.1</td>
<td>30.0 37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Other transport</td>
<td>40.4 27.2</td>
<td>59.6 72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Furniture</td>
<td>54.0 35.5</td>
<td>46.0 64.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prosperity is leading to the growth of a new middle class in emerging economies.

By 2030, China will account for a greater portion of the global GDP, expressed in purchasing power parity, than both the United States and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Europe (Figure 9). India and South America will also see their shares grow during that period. Indeed, a World Bank report suggests that by 2025, six emerging economies – Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, South Korea and Russia – “will account for more than half of all global growth.”

Accompanying this shift in GDP will be the development of a new middle class in emerging economies. This is especially true in China and India, where manufacturing has played a key role in increasing levels of prosperity. Today, India and China account for a mere 5% of global middle class consumption, while Japan, the United States, and the European Union cover fully 60%. By 2025, those numbers are expected to equalize; by 2050, they will be flipped (Figure 10). Middle-class demand is expected to grow from US$ 21 trillion in 2009 to US$ 56 trillion by 2030, with 80% of that growth coming from Asia.
As noted in the Chatham House report, growing populations and incomes in developing countries will account for most of the rising global consumer spending. Larger workforces will also keep fuelling the developing world’s emergence, while rapid innovation may help the developed world move up the value chain even as its pre-eminence is being challenged.

The geographical shift of the middle class has implications for supply chains. The rise of demand centres in Asia, along with the typical costs that accompany more developed nations, will likely increase localization of production. Increasingly expensive logistics are leading some companies, such as Caterpillar in China, to turn to more localized production.14 The erosion of labour-cost advantages is leading to more capital-centric production. One company, Foxconn, has announced plans to use more robots to cope with rising labour costs.15 The implication of these rapidly growing middle-class population projections is that supply chains will need to respond to growing demand and rising costs in the developing world – especially as those population centres mature and hundreds of millions of their citizens begin to enter the higher-consumption middle class and become a driving force behind the flow of manufactured goods around the world.16

According to a recent World Bank report, “Global Development Horizons 2011 – Multipolarity: The New Global Economy”, the changes will be felt everywhere: “In many big, emerging economies, the growing role of domestic demand is already apparent and outsourcing is already under way,” said Hans Timmer, the World Bank’s director of development prospects. “This is important for the least developed countries, which are often reliant on foreign investors and external demand for their growth.”13 The report also noted the following.

- The growth of the new global middle class is underway and started with multinational corporations (MNCs) building overseas, which ultimately sparked wage growth, and created an environment conducive to developing the manufacturing capabilities that will enable countries to continue to develop their economies.

- The report also highlights the diversity of potential emerging economy growth poles, some of which have relied heavily on exports, such as China and South Korea, and others that put more weight on domestic consumption, such as Brazil and Mexico. With the development of a substantial middle class in emerging countries and demographic transitions underway in several major East Asian economies, stronger consumption trends are likely to prevail, which in turn can serve as a source of sustained global growth.

As noted in the Chatham House report, growing populations and incomes in developing countries will account for most of the rising global consumer spending. Larger workforces will also keep fuelling the developing world’s emergence, while rapid innovation may help the developed world move up the value chain even as its pre-eminence is being challenged.

The geographical shift of the middle class has implications for supply chains. The rise of demand centres in Asia, along with the typical costs that accompany more developed nations, will likely increase localization of production. Increasingly expensive logistics are leading some companies, such as Caterpillar in China, to turn to more localized production.14 The erosion of labour-cost advantages is leading to more capital-centric production. One company, Foxconn, has announced plans to use more robots to cope with rising labour costs.15 The implication of these rapidly growing middle-class population projections is that supply chains will need to respond to growing demand and rising costs in the developing world – especially as those population centres mature and hundreds of millions of their citizens begin to enter the higher-consumption middle class and become a driving force behind the flow of manufactured goods around the world.16

---

Figure 10: Shares of Global Middle-Class Consumption 2000-2050


Section 1: Manufacturing's Globalization
Free Trade Proliferation Helps Open the Door to Rapid Manufacturing Globalization

Bilateral free trade agreements serve as substitutes for a new global accord

In order to enable complex economies to grow, access to global markets and the free movement of products are essential to drive prosperity for countries. Businesses depend on open access to markets to leverage their product innovations, serve new customers and grow. Most countries, however, have been better at recognizing the benefits of agreements than putting them into action. In fact, before 1980 very few regional trade agreements (RTAs) existed.

Beginning in 1948, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) provided the rules for much of the world’s trade and for almost half a century the basic principles remained untouched. During this time, very few “free” trade agreements (FTAs) were necessary. The GATT later became the World Trade Organization (WTO). The WTO’s Uruguay Round of the 1980s and 1990s involved 123 countries and covered nearly all aspects of trade, in a single, simple system providing much needed updates to the increasingly dated rules under GATT.17

As trade growth became more important and sophisticated, the Uruguay Round began to show its deficiencies leading to the current round of WTO negotiations, the Doha Development Round. Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, this round of negotiations largely stalled and led countries to take other measures to continue the pursuit of increasing trade, which became so important to their economic growth. Bilateral and regional free trade agreements became the substitutes for an effective global accord.

Bilateral and regional agreements have taken precedence and proliferated

Frustrated with the slow pace of multilateral talks and the formation of a global accord, many countries have turned increasingly to smaller bilateral or regional agreements to boost trade. Looking at a few historical snapshots in time, the proliferation is most evident post 2000 (Figure 11).

What started as a trickle has become a near explosion in FTAs and RTAs. The benefits, especially in absence of a multilateral agreement, are clear. Signatories gain access to each other’s markets, which has demonstrably improved trade in many cases and been an important driver of GDP growth for many nations. As FTAs have grown dramatically since 1980, both imports and exports have grown in near lock step as shown for Brazil, China, Germany, India, Japan and the US (Figure 12).

---

Figure 11: Snapshots in Time – Regional Trade Agreements for Six Target Countries
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Sources: Participation in Regional Trade Agreements, WTO; Foreign Trade Information System, SICE; Department of Commerce, India; Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry, Japan; Office of the United States Trade Representative; China FTA Network, Ministry of Commerce, PRC
An agreement between Singapore and the United States, for example, is the principal reason why Singapore is now the tenth largest export market for the United States with exports exceeding US$ 29 billion and registering a year-on-year growth of 31% in 2010.19 Another example: trade between Guangxi (China’s south region) and ASEAN countries ballooned to US$ 3.99 billion in 2008 up from US$ 630 million in 2002, when the initial China-ASEAN framework agreement was signed.19

Trade agreements and growth in manufacturing’s contribution to GDP are closely linked

The overall trend though, for both developed and emerging economies, is an increase in RTAs with a rise in manufacturing contribution to GDP (Figure 13). Although trade is an important aspect of economic activity, and has clear linkages to both manufacturing exports and manufacturing GDP, trade agreements are less of a guaranteed driver of economic expansion and more an enabler for countries and companies that strategically use them. However, formal agreements alone do not guarantee trade growth. For example, in 1980, China and India had similar manufacturing exports. At the time, India had the greater number of regional trade agreements. Yet, by 2010, Chinese manufacturing exports were significantly higher than India’s, although it still lags in the number of regional FTAs enacted.

Despite rapid growth, bilateral FTAs and RTAs are less desirable than a single, global accord

The most obvious drawback to bilateral and regional agreements is that exporters must deal with regulatory divergence and fragmentation with multiple sets of rules and administrative requirements and will never enjoy the predictability and market integration and harmonization promised by multilateralism. Furthermore, regional agreements are sometimes signed for political rather than economic reasons; some nations will try to influence the market or will themselves be influenced by powerful domestic companies or political interests. One sector may be favoured over another, or companies from one country may enjoy benefits not available to more competitive counterparts from other countries, allowing inefficient firms to become entrenched. Economies too small to extract concessions from their bigger bilateral negotiating partners fare particularly badly. What’s more, some agreements offer free trade in name only. Certain countries have a number of agreements that, on merit, do not qualify as free trade. Though they can provide their own unique benefits and potential justifications, bilateral and regional FTAs have not served as stepping-stones to a comprehensive, global agreement. In fact, some feel they distract governments from the multilateral agenda and serve as a convenient excuse for its failure.

Figure 12: Growth in Import/Export Closely Follows Growth in RTAs

sources: Statistics database, WTO; Participation in Regional Trade Agreements, WTO; Foreign Trade Information System, SICE; Department of Commerce, India; Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry, Japan; Office of the United States Trade Representative; China FTA Network, Ministry of Commerce, PRC.
Companies want a fair and efficient system of trade that levels the playing fields and reduces barriers to trade

Both policy-makers and business leaders recognize that lower barriers are vital to the competitiveness and viability of exports. Because of its important linkage to and effect on a country’s economy, trade policy will continue to be of critical importance and scrutiny.

As global competition increases, and the focus on manufacturing’s contribution to jobs and GDP grows, there will be increasing tension between opening and protecting markets. Chief executive officers as well as government officials have an increasingly vested interest in getting involved in the negotiations. Countries are taking different approaches and there are decisive solutions. Most are trying to balance the approach between free, open, market-based economies and measures that enable their domestic companies to flourish.

Therefore, left to their own devices, some nations may try to influence the market too much or be too influenced by domestic companies and politics – hence the need for a global standard and enforcement of the agreements. But in the absence of a Doha-like agreement, RTAs are likely to continue to grow in the future. Despite various approaches, most agree that we need to have and enforce a global fair trade agreement that eases and streamlines the process and ability to move goods globally. Participants in the project workshop in Davos in January 2012 stressed that in this age of disaggregated supply chains, it was critical to reduce barriers to trade, to enable fluidity of flows along global supply chains.

Source: UNCTAD, Participation in Regional Trade Agreements, WTO; Foreign Trade Information System, BIE; Department of Commerce, India; Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry, Japan; Office of the United States Trade Representative, China; FTA Network, Ministry of Commerce, PRC
Exponential growth of digital infrastructure is expanding opportunities for new entrants and increasing pressure for existing firms

Digital information technologies have allowed decoupling of research, engineering and manufacturing capabilities

Over the past several decades, digital technology has become ubiquitous, transforming manufacturing processes in large and small companies across the world. Broadly defined, digital manufacturing is “the use of advanced computing technologies to employ modelling and simulation techniques for engineering, testing, or design purposes.” The dramatic increase in computing power and capabilities has allowed widespread application of computer-aided design, engineering, and manufacturing (CAD, CAE, and CAM), and has further allowed for a physical decoupling of research from engineering, and engineering from manufacturing. That is, research can be conducted in one place, engineering in another, and manufacturing in a third, with many suppliers collaborating in the design, engineering and manufacturing processes, all in different global locations, and with all participants linked by digital technology infrastructures.

Exponential growth of the digital infrastructure is expanding opportunities for new entrants and increasing pressure for existing firms

The fast moving, relentless evolution of a new digital infrastructure is reducing barriers to entry and movement of new competition. The exponentially advancing price/performance capability of computing, storage, and bandwidth is contributing to an adoption rate for the digital infrastructure that is two to five times faster than previous infrastructures, such as electricity and telephone networks. The cost of 1 million transistors has steadily dropped from over US$ 222 in 1992 to US$ 0.13 in 2010, levelling the playing field by reducing the importance of scale and thus increasing opportunities for innovation.

Similarly, the cost of 1 gigabyte (GB) of storage has been decreasing at an exponential rate from US$ 569 in 1992 to US$ 0.06 in 2010, and the cost of 1,000 megabits per second (mbps), which refers to data transfer speed, dropped 10 times from over US$ 1,197 in 1999 to US$ 47 in 2010, allowing for cheaper and more reliable data transfer (Figure 14). The exponential drop in price/performance of elements of the digital infrastructure have allowed for smaller, less well capitalized manufacturing firms to compete in arenas previously not attainable to them.

Figure 14: Price Performance Curves for Elements of Digital Infrastructure

![Price Performance Curves for Elements of Digital Infrastructure](source: Deloitte analysis)
The rapid spread of digital information technologies has enabled broader access to advanced manufacturing technology around the world.

Early computer-aided manufacturing was proprietary technology created by aerospace and automotive companies in a small handful of developed countries in the 1960s and 1970s. By the 1980s, with the introduction of the PC and computers faster and more affordable than ever, a number of digital modelling companies emerged to tap into the growing commercial demand across a variety of industries. One early – and current – market leader, Autodesk, was founded in 1982 to develop a CAD programme at a price tag of US$ 1,000 that would run on a PC. AutoCAD was born, and by 1985, Autodesk sales were over US$ 27 million. The overall market for the digital-modelling industry has shown similar strong growth over time, and is projected to continue steady growth despite the global financial crisis according to the 2012 Worldwide CAD Market Report by Jon Peddie Research.

During its early years, a small handful of countries in the developed world made and used digital modelling technology for manufacturing with the US, Germany, France, and Japan being leaders. Today, this technology is no longer the exclusive property of large multinationals or developed countries: the number of countries using this technology has expanded from a small handful to a truly global scale. Asia-Pacific has overtaken the Americas as the fastest-growing market for digital modelling products (Figure 15). Revenues within the sector in the Americas grew by over US$ 800 million between 2004 and 2010. During the same period, revenues in the Asia-Pacific market grew by nearly US$ 2 billion (Figure 16). Worldwide trade in machinery and transport equipment has also grown, complementing the spread of digital technology.

Digital information and computerized manufacturing technology allows for easy, exact replication of manufacturing processes.

Increased access to technology means that a company can replicate its production capabilities in practically any location with skilled talent, supporting infrastructure, and favourable policy. Twenty years ago, this sort of capability and process replication was not possible without major obstacles and barriers. These computer-controlled processes are not vulnerable to the same vagaries as the artisanal skills of machine operators a generation ago. With the explosion of digitization, literally everything can be identical. Manufacturing facilities can be relocated to emerging or developed nations as needed, allowing manufacturers to disaggregate supply chains.
Case Studies: Copy Exact

Intel’s “Copy Exactly!” Strategy

In the 1990s, Intel faced growing competition from Japanese and South Korean chipmakers that had flooded the market with cheap, high-quality memory chips. Intel’s response was a Copy Exactly! strategy that minimized the time for technology transfer and ensured that quality and product yields were not compromised. Digitization allowed the company to match its manufacturing site to its development site at all levels, from equipment to process, and data collected at a number of levels was compared with data from R&D sites to get an exact match.

A123 Mimics “Copy Exactly!” Strategy to Import Capabilities

A123, a US company that makes lithium-ion batteries, has recently repatriated its manufacturing operations after years of producing in South Korea and China. To facilitate the move, the company also used a “copy exactly” strategy. South Korean operations were replicated on a larger scale in the United States with the help of a team of South Korean engineers who were extremely familiar with the production process.

Companies are developing increasingly sophisticated ways to leverage digital technology

New technologies and innovative processes will continue to be embedded in manufacturing. Model-based definition (MBD) and additive manufacturing (such as 3-D printing) are two examples of cutting edge applications of digitization that are further transforming supply chains and processes. Such technologies can be disruptive forces that propel companies or countries outside a conventional progression up the value chain because the barriers to manufacturing (requiring investment in infrastructure) are effectively removed. For example, following the basic steps in Figure 17, a small mom-and-pop shop in Anytown, United States, can create a 3-D computerized model of a toy and then send it to a 3-D printer locally or even around the world to China for production. MBD and additive manufacturing change the concept of economies of scale by providing the ability to customize at no incremental cost and produce fewer items at lower cost than with assembly-line production.

MBD uses a fully annotated 3-D digital model as the master, providing a seamless flow of the digital thread through the product life cycle.

Figure 17: Additive Manufacturing Technologies

Additive manufacturing (AM) is another example of the way companies are leveraging digital modelling to achieve economies of scope as well as scale. AM builds products layer by layer – additively – rather than by subtracting material from a larger piece of material. Its use is aggressively and consistently growing; over its 23-year history, AM revenues and services have a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 26.2% (Figure 18).

The technology has proven to have a variety of applications across a number of industries. “While the technology is still in its infancy, innovators have proven how versatile it can be, such as using 3-D printers to make bicycles out of nylon, concrete, chocolate, and even transplantable organs that will one day save human lives.”

Digital technology will continue to be a significant driver of transformation for manufacturing organizations in the future. “Smart product” with embedded software on advanced computer chips integral to the products function and capabilities will become increasingly commonplace. And “smart processes” further enabled by advanced software and digital technologies will continue to alter the productivity and quality of production processes for many decades to come. The implications for the type of human capital required, financial capital required, innovation capabilities possible, and the very nature of competition will be profound.

Figure 18: Estimated Annual Revenues (in millions of US$) from Additive Manufacturing Products and Services


The Shift Index

In the midst of economic uncertainty, when it is all too easy to fixate on cyclical events, there is real danger of losing sight of deeper trends. Short-term cyclical thinking risks discounting or even ignoring powerful forces of longer-term change. The Shift Index is an attempt to express a clear and comprehensive view of the deep dynamics associated with globalization.

The Shift Index, developed by John Hagel and John Seely Brown at Deloitte’s Center for the Edge, consists of three indices and 25 metrics designed to make longer-term performance trends more visible and actionable. The Shift Index framework embodies the three waves of transformation in the competitive landscape: foundations for major change; flows of resources, such as knowledge, that allow firms to enhance productivity; and the impacts of the foundations and flows on companies and the economy.

While the current Shift Index analysis is limited to the United States, given that it is the largest world economy, and the largest manufacturing economy in the developed world, we believe it to be a leading indicator for other developed economies around the globe. Long-term data trends of some metrics included in the Shift Index, such as Return on Assets, Firm Performance Gap, and Topple Rate on the US manufacturing sectors may provide insights to similar trends manifesting in other developed economies today.

The Big Shift is driving declining performance in most manufacturing sectors in the US

Globalization, as driven by the dual forces of the exponential growth of digital infrastructures, and increasing public policy liberalization is at the core of the “Big Shift” (See the essay by John Hagel and John Seely Brown). These forces are increasing pressure on most manufacturing sectors in developed economies and especially so in the US. Looking at the long-term trends in Asset Profitability from 1965 to 2010 (see Figure 19), all but two sectors have seen dramatic rates of performance erosion. With the exception of the Consumer Products sector, the rate of decline is highest for those sectors that initially had high asset profitability. The Metals and Mining, Chemical, Paper and Wood, and Automotive sectors saw a trended decline of ROA on 30%, 49%, 75% and 92%, respectively. The ROA trend for the Consumer Products sector increased slightly by 6.7% and 25%, respectively. Lower investments and rationalization of assets, layoffs, and sticky price increases in recent times have led to an increase in ROA in the Consumer Products sector in the last few years and levelling the trend over time. The relative high-barriers to entry due to capital requirements and the influence of government contracts have allowed the Aerospace & Defense sector to increase its ROA trend over time.
In US Manufacturing, winning companies are barely holding on, while losers experience rapidly deteriorating performance.

The ROA Performance Gap for US manufacturing firms shows a bifurcation of winners and losers. This finding is by no means new. What is surprising, however, is how little winners have gained during the past 45 years. Technology has enabled firms to leverage talent in new and innovative ways and cut costs from operations on an unprecedented scale. However, even top quartile performers have failed to convert these advances into ROA gains. Only two of the sectors (Aerospace & Defense and Consumer Products) had their top performing firms maintain or grow their performance; all other sectors showed declining performance for the even their top quartile (Figure 20). As expected, these same trends were amplified in the lower quartiles of each of these sectors – driving an increasing distance between the winners and losers in each sector.

Figure 19: Long-Term Asset Profitability Trends by US Manufacturing Sector (1965-2010)

Figure 20: ROA Performance Trends for Top and Bottom Quartiles of US Manufacturing Sectors (1965-2010)

Source: Deloitte analysis
Large manufacturing firms are losing their leadership positions at an increasing rate

The Topple Rate metric tracks the rate at which big companies (with more than US$ 100 million in net sales) change ranks, defined in terms of their ROA performance. This metric is a proxy for the ability to sustain a competitive advantage in the world of the “Big Shift.” Not only have most manufacturing sectors demonstrated declining ROA over the past four decades, the large firms within these sectors have been losing their leadership positions at an increasingly faster rate (Figure 21). Between 1965 and 2010, the topple rate for large firms in the manufacturing sectors increased, with the chemicals sector increasing from 0.32 to 0.52 (62% increase) and the metals and mining sector increasing from 0.08 to 1.47 (1,700% increase), as competition exposed low performers and ate away at their returns.

The Shift Index and its key components with a focus on ROA performance over time and Topple Rates, suggests that the rapid globalization of manufacturing, while opening up emerging market economies and leveraging resources in low cost wage locations, has also made it difficult to sustain an operating competitive advantage for the large multinational manufacturing organizations coming out of developed economies. In the future, we see this trend gaining increasing attention from business leaders and investors.

Figure 21: Long-term Topple Rate Trends by US Manufacturing Sector (1965-2010)
The Future of Manufacturing

Section 1: Manufacturing’s Globalization

Essay – The Big Shift and Manufacturing
by John Hagel and John Seely Brown

To understand the future of manufacturing, we need to explore a much broader set of dynamics that are reshaping the global business economy. These powerful forces have been playing out for decades and will continue to unfold over many decades ahead, shifting the basis of competition in profound ways. We call these forces and the trends they set in motion the “Big Shift.” Business leaders and policy-makers get so caught up and consumed by short-term events that they often lose sight of these much more powerful long-term developments.

The Big Shift is driven by two forces – the global spread of ever more powerful digital technology infrastructures and long-term public policy trends towards greater economic liberalization. Unlike any other time in history, we are confronting the evolution of a new form of technology infrastructure that shows no signs of stabilizing. In contrast to previous technologies like the steam engine, electricity and the telephone, digital technology continues to deliver exponential price/performance improvements over decades, leading to ever more powerful infrastructures. As the most recent example, look at the emergence and deployment of cloud computing. It creates a new generation of infrastructure that we are just beginning to harness.

In economic terms, these two forces are reducing barriers to entry and barriers to movement on a global scale. In other words, competition is intensifying and economic pressure on companies is mounting.

But something even more fundamental is occurring – the basis of competition is shifting as well. We are moving from a world of stocks to a world of flows. What does this mean? In the past, companies achieved scale and profitability by acquiring proprietary knowledge stocks, aggressively protecting those stocks and efficiently extracting the value from those stocks and delivering it to the marketplace.

That model is now challenged. In a world where change is speeding up, knowledge stocks depreciate in value at an accelerating rate. In this new world, companies and other institutions need to become more adept at tapping into a broader range of more diverse knowledge flows so that they can refresh their knowledge stocks at a faster and faster rate. This shift is easily stated but very challenging to navigate.

The challenge is highlighted by one of the metrics that we chose for the Shift Index, an index we developed to both characterize the dimensions of the Big Shift and to quantify the movement of the US economy along these dimensions. This metric focuses on ROA for all public companies in the U.S. as a fundamental indicator of performance. Since 1965, ROA for all public companies has steadily eroded – it is now only 25 percent of what it was then. This erosion in profitability has occurred despite consistent and, over decades, significant improvement in labor productivity. Pressure continues to mount and there is little evidence that companies have figured out how to respond effectively to these competitive pressures.

When we look more narrowly at US companies involved in various forms of manufacturing, we see a similar pattern of performance erosion. Depending on the specific manufacturing sector involved, we see declines in ROA ranging from 34% to 96% between 1965 and 2010. The rates of decline were fastest in sectors that initially had the highest ROA while the declines were modest in sectors that had lower profitability at the outset. Only one sector, Aerospace and Defense, saw a modest improvement in ROA over this time period.

Even if we focus only on US companies in the top quartile of ROA performance in their respective manufacturing sectors, we find that these “winners” generally experienced erosion in profitability over the more than four decades covered by the Shift Index, albeit a more modest erosion than the overall average of all companies in the sector.

Not only did profitability erode for these winners, but topple rates increased significantly. Topple rates are a measure of sustainability of ROA performance, focusing on the rate at which companies shift ranks in ROA performance. Over this same period topple rates more than doubled in most of the manufacturing sectors, suggesting that the companies that achieved higher levels of profitability had much greater difficulty in sustaining this performance.

One way to describe the challenge for companies is that they are caught in a pincer movement. On one side, they face more and more powerful customers armed with greater information about products and vendors than ever before. These customers find it easier and easier to access vendors wherever they are and to switch from one vendor to another whenever one vendor disappoints. On the other side, companies face knowledge workers who are increasingly essential for competitive success. These knowledge workers have much greater bargaining power to extract more cash compensation for their services, given greater visibility on other employment options in an increasingly competitive labor marketplace.

While our data only covers US companies (including their global operations), we suspect that these broad patterns of mounting pressure and erosion in performance will be reflected throughout most countries. The two forces driving the Big Shift – digital technology infrastructures and economic liberalization – are playing out on a global scale, with few companies immune from their effects.

So far, the evidence suggests that companies have experienced the Big Shift as a source of mounting pressure, leading to eroding profitability. But there is another dimension of the Big Shift. The forces discussed earlier – rapidly evolving digital technology infrastructures and economic liberalization in public policy – have a second order effect. They unleash a flood of knowledge flows on a global scale that become more diverse and richer with each passing year.

For companies narrowly focused on protecting existing knowledge stocks, these knowledge flows can be very threatening. On the other hand, when companies develop the institutions and practices that can effectively tap into these proliferating knowledge flows, threat can transform into opportunity. Now, there is an opportunity to learn faster and drive more rapid performance improvement than ever before by harnessing these knowledge flows.
For example, manufacturing companies have long operated in broader networks encompassing suppliers and various forms of distribution channels to reach the end consumer. The trend over the past several decades has often been for large companies to reduce the number of participants in their networks in an effort to drive greater efficiency and enhance bargaining power. Their focus has largely been on cost reduction which is by its very nature a diminishing returns game – each new increment of cost reduction takes far more effort and time than the previous increment.

More flexible and powerful digital infrastructures make it easier and more cost effective to coordinate larger and more diverse networks on a global scale. As a result, we are likely to see a reversal of the trend towards fewer participants. Now, there is an opportunity to expand networks to tap into deeper specialization and enhance flexibility of business operations in the face of increasingly volatile economic environments.

More importantly, these same infrastructures will make it easier to build sustained relationships throughout the network that can help to drive more rapid learning and performance improvement by mobilizing different skill sets and perspectives. Increasingly, the focus is likely to shift from narrow cost reduction to a broader set of innovations designed to deliver more value to the marketplace. Rather than facing the increasing pressure of diminishing returns performance, companies have the opportunity to harness network effects to generate increasing returns, where the learning and performance improvement increases as more participants join the networks.

We are still in an early stage of the Big Shift. Mounting competitive pressure will force reassessment of traditional approaches to manufacturing. As companies become more adept at leveraging distributed capability on a global scale and participating in more diverse knowledge flows, we are likely to see pressure transform into opportunity. Companies and governments that understand the fundamental forces reshaping our global economy will be the most likely to reap the rewards of the Big Shift.

John Hagel III, director at Deloitte Consulting LLP, has nearly 30 years of experience as a management consultant, author, speaker and entrepreneur. John has helped companies improve their performance by effectively applying information technology to reshape business strategies.

John Seely Brown (JSB) serves as the independent co-chairman of the Silicon Valley-based Deloitte LLP Center for Edge Innovation. JSB is a prolific writer, speaker and educator, and has published more than 100 papers in scientific journals and authored or co-authored five books.
Globalization and Disaggregated Manufacturing Supply Chains

Trade proliferation and global access to digital technology have been key drivers of the expansion and disaggregation of today’s supply chains.

A number of factors have enabled this rapid globalization or “big shift,” including a significant change in geopolitical relations between east and west, the widespread growth of digital information infrastructures and computerized manufacturing technologies, and the proliferation of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements. These factors, along with others, have permitted the disaggregation of supply chains into complex global networks allowing a company to interact in the design, sourcing of materials and components, and manufacturing of products from virtually anywhere — while satisfying customers almost anywhere. The term “disaggregated” refers to the separation and splitting apart of the manufacturing value chain into different locations or countries. Figure 22 represents a local supply chain, where the full product lifecycle takes place in a single country. Figure 23 shows the disaggregated supply chain.

Figure 22: Illustration of a Local Supply Chain

Figure 23: Illustration of a Disaggregated Supply Chain
No longer is a product designed, produced and sold in a single country or even a single region. Facilitated by access to digital information and open trade routes, a company can procure materials at the lowest price in one location and ship them to a location with low labour rates, as engineers in yet another location make product design decisions.

The Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner (Figures 24 and 25) illustrate the concept of disaggregation, showing that the many activities required to bring a product to the consumer are now being performed in different countries. The Dreamliner is manufactured with components from 287 suppliers across 22 countries, creating a complex global network that would not have been possible or desirable several decades ago.

The supply chain for the Apple iPod is also an example of a disaggregated supply chain. iPod components come from multiple geographies, including Japan, the United States, South Korea and Taiwan. Like other multinationals, Apple seeks to minimize its cost basis through global sourcing. Out of the total value of the iPod, Apple captures the greatest portion of the value created (36%), followed by suppliers of major components in Japan (12%), the US (3%), South Korea (0.4%) and Taiwan (2%). How is the supply chain for the small iPod so diverse, complex and global? The answer points back to trade policy: WTO’s Information Technology Agreement (ITA), which entered into force in 1997, eliminated tariffs on information technology products with a few exceptions. This agreement is plurilateral, meaning any of the WTO members can adhere to it. Currently, over 70 countries are included, which comprise roughly 97% of world trade in information technologies, making the global explosion of technology possible.

The level of disaggregation varies by industry and by product within industry. But with the big globalization in manufacturing, as more manufacturing has moved away from developed to emerging nations, more industries have evolved to build far-reaching, global supply chains.
In this section we transition from the trends and factors that have shaped the rapid globalization of manufacturing, and what we have today in terms of global manufacturing value chains, to a discussion of a few of the most important recent trends that will alter the course of manufacturing’s globalization over the next few decades, and how this new calculus will again change manufacturing supply chains.

Global supply chains leave companies increasingly exposed

Free trade and digitization have fundamentally reshaped manufacturing value chains. A company might be able to produce anywhere, sell anywhere, and trade with anyone. The question then becomes: does it make sense to produce in a given location? This changed environment exposes companies and countries to competitive forces that are not necessarily new, but are becoming more complicated and difficult to mitigate. As companies elect to trade and build in new markets, they are exposed to factors that naturally accompany globalization. Three in particular will prove to be especially challenging for manufacturers and policy-makers alike:

1. The politics that give rise to protectionism that distorts open and free trade
2. Rising labour rates in emerging economies and the fading of labour-rate arbitrage being used today to lower overall supply chain costs
3. Exposure to foreign currency fluctuations that can cause significant and unexpected cost anomalies in supply chains

Protectionism is on the Rise

Protectionism has risen in response to the global economic crisis and political pressure

Policy-makers are facing enormous pressure from business leaders and ordinary citizens to address the effects of the global recession. In many cases, policy-makers have manipulated domestic factors (lowering interest rates and cutting budgets) as much as possible – from a political perspective or in real terms – and must resort to restricting foreign competition to protect national industries, investment and employment. The soft macroeconomic environment paired with election cycles in a number of countries contributes to growing rhetoric and action around protectionist measures as political leaders seek to gain popular favour.

In late 2008, trade scholars predicted that the economic slowdown would result in a growing number of WTO-consistent trade barriers. This prediction proved to be true. Governments around the world have enacted over 1,200 “beggar-thy-neighbour” policies since the first G20 crisis-related summit occurred in November 2008. During this same time period, new trade liberalizing measures were also implemented, but the growth in protectionist policies outpaced liberalizing policies, as countries scrambled for ways to find jobs for their citizens and maintain economic activity. The EU 27 (collectively) has contributed most to the rise in protectionism since 2008, with China close behind. See Figure 26 for a list of the top 10 countries that have taken the most discriminatory measures in total and by number of product categories, sectors and trading partners affected. China and the EU 27 were also top targets of discriminatory measures taken by other jurisdictions.
Sectors are impacted differently by the measures countries are taking to protect national interests and jobs. Five of the top seven sectors and 15 of the top 20 sectors most affected by discriminatory policy measures around the world are manufacturing sectors. Some of the heaviest hit include basic chemicals, basic metals, transport equipment, special purpose machinery, and fabricated metals. When it comes to the range of product categories, current protectionist policies have not approached the same level as those in the 1930s post-depression era, but are still alarming when it comes to the overall products affected. In the 1930s, the United States increased tariffs on practically all product categories.

Currently, if the EU 27 countries are regarded as a single jurisdiction, it has implemented discriminatory measures imposed on over one-quarter of all possible product categories. This suggests a more strategic application of discriminatory practices as a prelude to the future.

Protectionist measures have grown increasingly complex and difficult to measure over time.

Protectionist measures have evolved over time. Countries are moving away from transparent policy instruments such as tariffs and towards measures that are less regulated by international trade rules. Just as there is variation across industries and countries in terms of degree of protectionism, there is also diversity in terms of types of policies enacted. See Figure 27 for types of protectionist measures implemented. Since the 2008 G20 Summit, bailouts and state aid were the most frequently cited instances of policies designed to discriminate against foreign commercial activity.

The increasing diversity of protectionism makes it difficult to measure the number of protectionist policies, as well as measure the true impact or harm of a particular policy. Some policies reveal themselves to be discriminatory only in practice, perhaps even in a way that is unintended. Others conceal discrimination within public safety concerns or environmental promotion. For example, one nation recently revealed a plan to promote 50 domestic firms that export green products by offering financial support through 2015 equivalent to approximately US$ 37 billion. Geographies or time frames may be restricted, also adding some type of restriction to free trade. Another nation recently restricted import of food to a selected number of seaports for all of 2011 and 2012, rather than allow the importation of food through any seaport. Added to the complexity of monitoring global protectionism is the political noise accompanying these policies, which may magnify or distort the true impacts.

Figure 26: Countries/Jurisdictions Ranked by (Almost Certainly) Discriminatory Measures in Total and by Number of Product Categories, Sectors and Trading Partners Affected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Ranked by number of measures imposed</th>
<th>Ranked by number of product categories affected</th>
<th>Ranked by number of sectors affected</th>
<th>Ranked by number of trading partners affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EU 27 (242)</td>
<td>Vietnam (927)</td>
<td>Algeria (62)</td>
<td>China (199)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Russian Federation (112)</td>
<td>Venezuela (780)</td>
<td>EU 27 (58)</td>
<td>EU 27 (181)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Argentina (111)</td>
<td>Kazakhstan (729)</td>
<td>China (47)</td>
<td>Argentina (173)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>UK (59)</td>
<td>China (609)</td>
<td>Nigeria (45)</td>
<td>Germany (161)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Germany (58)</td>
<td>Nigeria (590)</td>
<td>Kazakhstan (43)</td>
<td>India (154)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>India (54)</td>
<td>EU 27 (550)</td>
<td>Germany (42)</td>
<td>UK (15-6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>China (55)</td>
<td>Algeria (476)</td>
<td>US (42)</td>
<td>Belgium (153)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>France (51)</td>
<td>Russian Federation (439)</td>
<td>Ghana (41)</td>
<td>Finland (153)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Brazil (49)</td>
<td>Argentina (429)</td>
<td>Indonesia (40)</td>
<td>Indonesia (151)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Italy (47)</td>
<td>Indonesia (388)</td>
<td>Russian Federation (40)</td>
<td>France (150)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 27: Top 10 Measures Used to Discriminate Against Foreign Commercial Interests Since the First G20 Crisis Meeting in November 2008

- Export subsidy, 4%
- Public procurement, 4%
- Investment measure, 4%
- Migration measure, 4%
- Export taxes or restriction, 7%
- Non tariff barrier (not otherwise specified), 9%
- Tariff measure, 13%
- Trade defence measure, 22%
- Bail out / state aid measure, 26%
- Other, 5%
- Local content requirement, 2%

The growing number of preferential trade agreements (PTAs) also has hidden discriminatory effects

The growing number of preferential trade agreements (PTAs) adds to the complex web of factors leaving countries torn between free trade and protectionism. The WTO reports that the number of PTAs has grown four times over the past two decades, to approximately 300 active agreements in 2011, and shows no sign of shrinking in number. Historically, nations formed PTAs to avoid high tariffs. As average tariffs have been decreasing, nations are entering into PTAs for a broader array of factors, including services, investment, intellectual property, technical barriers to trade, and dispute settlement. Experts suggest that the rise in complex, global, cross-border production networks has driven the need for deeper integration – and resulted in the need for certain international standards, which are being defined in PTAs.

Many of the “non-tariff policy commitments in PTAs are largely non-discriminatory, at least in intent, and pose no threat to the multilateral trading system.” The result, however, is far more complicated. There may be consequences associated with these policy areas that amount to protectionism and discriminatory trade policies: a PTA may lock a government into a particular regulatory regime, making it more difficult to move towards multilateral liberalization. With supply chains and production networks becoming more global, policy-makers will be increasingly challenged to establish the right level of standards from a safety, legal and environmental perspective, while also permitting the growth of national businesses that have established far-reaching supply chains. Discriminatory measures, both unintended and intended, are creating friction in the global movement towards opening trade.

Taken together, the discriminatory trade actions and degree of sophistication being used, including targeting specific sectors, products, and trading partners as well as disguising the discrimination as safety, environmental or other supposedly non-discriminatory policies, implies both a more strategic application as well as steadily increasing protectionism through increasingly complex approaches. There is no reason to believe success using these more complex approaches will result in anything but proliferation as opposed to curtailment. While clearer standards, with a greater level of detail to combat the newer and more complex discrimination approaches would be beneficial, the most likely scenario is that governing bodies will not be able to keep pace with the degree of sophisticated being used and the trajectory it is taking.

The big shift in globalization will certainly continue into the future, and liberalized trade will be an important element of the future of manufacturing. But the more striking aspect of the next 20 years will be a trade environment characterized increasingly by the intervention of policy-makers, with very strategic objectives, using more and more sophisticated techniques. This is likely to contribute to more regionalized or localized production, more closely matching consumption patterns, and a reshaping of the wide-open, disaggregated supply chains initially enabled by the rapid globalization of manufacturing.

Exposure to Foreign Exchange Rate Fluctuations Grows

As trade has expanded and supply chains have disaggregated, countries and companies have been increasingly exposed to currency volatility.

The ubiquity of digital technology and proliferation of free trade agreements have allowed companies access to markets, production facilities and suppliers in new geographies. While these new locations yield opportunities for growth, value creation and innovation, companies confront a host of challenges – not necessarily new challenges, but felt more acutely. The disaggregation of supply chains, which results in the spread of various aspects of production across the world, leaves companies more vulnerable to foreign exchange rate fluctuations. Over the past decade, major currencies have demonstrated high degrees of fluctuation resulting in significant supply chain cost swings for manufacturers with global operations and globally disaggregated supply chains (Figure 28). Participants in project workshops from Brazil and Japan highlighted the challenges that their appreciating currencies were placing on production in their home countries.

![Figure 28: Currency Volatility: US$ per Unit of Currency](Image)

Source: Deloitte analysis using data from Oanda

There is a strong relationship between exchange rate exposure and a country’s economic openness, defined as Trade/GDP or (Exports + Imports)/GDP. Research from University College, Dublin, analysed the foreign currency exposure of 3,788 companies in 23 developed countries and found that economic openness leads to higher levels of currency exposure. This includes both direct transactional exposure and indirect exposure that arises when suppliers or competitors are exposed. Even for a company with no foreign transactions, the global trend towards disaggregation means that indirect exposure can affect a company from deep within its supply chain.

Artur Aparecido Coutinho, Executive Vice-President and Chief Operating Officer, Embraer SA shares his insights in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
This research also found that currency exposure impacts industries differently and requires different mitigation strategies: the more competitive and the less differentiated the product, the greater the exposure to exchange risk. As a result, the industries with the highest currency exposure are metals, services, commodities, and construction/building products (Figure 29). Firms in the manufacturing categories with highest exposure have little flexibility to pass exchange rate costs to customers. On the opposite end of the spectrum are non-durable manufacturing, chemicals, and utilities. For all companies, managing longer-term direct and indirect exposure requires a strategic combination of financial and operational matching.

Despite variations by industry, currency volatility appears here to stay. The policy and macroeconomic factors that contribute to increasing currency volatility show every indication of persisting in the future. Currency volatility is positively correlated with more flexible exchange rate regimes (e.g., floating currencies), higher central bank intervention and increased economic uncertainty, while greater national economic wealth reduces currency volatility. As Figure 30 shows, global trends impacting each of these factors point to ongoing currency volatility. Experts anticipate that developing countries will continue moving away from pegged currencies, especially as poorer countries gain access to global capital. At the same time, developed countries—even those with flexible currency regimes—have taken increasingly interventionist measures to stabilize economies and protect national industries. Given the size of the US economy, the “revival of fiscal activism” by the US Federal Reserve impacts foreign central banks’ decisions, and perpetuates the symbiotic relationship between intervention and volatility. In countries with high exchange rate volatility, central banks intervene more aggressively. Finally, the sovereign debt crisis contributes to ballooning deficits and economic uncertainty. The average of public debt as a percentage of GDP for the G7 countries crossed the 100% mark in 2010. For the first time in 60 years some advanced economies face the threat of sovereign default, which could push the world into recession.

### Figure 29: Industries Ranked by Mean Absolute Currency Exposure (1993-2003)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Mean Absolute Exposure</th>
<th>Median Size ($USm)</th>
<th>No. of Firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metals manufacturing</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodities</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction &amp; building products</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics manufacturing</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile, clothing and footwear</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-tech durables manufacturing</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecoms, media and info</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale, retail &amp; transportation</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-durables manufacturing</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1,509</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most Exposed

Least Exposed


Gary Chu, President, Greater China, General Mills China and Takahisa Miyauachi, Executive Vice-President and Group Chief Executive Officer, Chemicals, Mitsubishi Corporation sharing insights in Dalian, China.
Even the yuan, which is pegged to the dollar within a very narrow range, is expected to show more volatility in the future. Until recently, investors viewed the yuan as a good bet to rise in value. However, the downturn in Europe and the weak recovery in the United States, China’s two largest trading partners, have prompted concerns that reduced export demand will lead the People’s Bank of China to slow or halt currency appreciation as a means of limiting job losses. In response, some companies have begun to hedge against yuan volatility.

The CFO of Trina Solar predicted that the company would “do more options trades to smooth [the company’s] cost structure and minimize the impact of foreign-exchange fluctuations.” Meanwhile, the head of business development for HSBC Holdings PLC indicated that many Hong Kong exporters that receive yuan as payments are starting to use options to manage their exposure to the currency.
The Future of Manufacturing

Countries and companies are reacting to currency volatility, reshaping supply chains and trade

Many emerging economies are reacting to support national industries while companies face difficult short- and long-term decisions. In late 2011, Brazil’s soaring currency, along with its declining infrastructure and vast bureaucracy, led to shrinking industrial output. Brazilian automakers were forced to implement mandatory vacations for workers as more and more Brazilians are purchasing imports (25% in 2011 versus 5% in 2005). Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff announced a manufacturing stimulus package and measures intended to weaken the currency, in addition to implementing domestic policy, Brazil has raised the exchange rate issue to a wider audience.

The Wall Street Journal reported in November 2011 that the WTO agreed, at Brazil’s request, to look into China’s policy of pegging the yuan to the US dollar to determine whether the peg “amounts to an unfair export subsidy that should be fought with tariffs on Chinese-made goods.” While complaints about China’s currency policy are not new, this is the first time the WTO will formally address in a dispute settlement the question of whether the policy is in violation of an article against countries using currency policy to “frustrate other countries that were expecting market access.”

Developed nations with strong currencies are seeing their manufacturing competitiveness erode and domestic economies crippled

Switzerland, Australia, and Japan have also witnessed their currencies strengthen in relation to other global currencies, which has caused exporters to struggle. The strength of the Australian dollar is being blamed for the closure of steel mills. Swiss companies have similarly cited the strength of the franc for recent layoffs. In Japan, Nintendo has blamed the strong yen for its first expected annual loss in 30 years, and Sony has reported similar currency-related struggles. In response, the Bank of Japan intervened in October 2011 with close to US$ 100 billion (the biggest single intervention in Japanese history) to try to weaken the yen and protect Japanese automotive and electronics industries (Figure 31).

The reactions from industry have revealed different approaches companies are taking in an environment where the only certainty is that volatility will continue. Toyota suggests that it will take a long view and is committed to continuing to produce in Japan, citing history and the high cost of relocating operations. Honda and Nissan, on the other hand, will shift production. Honda has already announced plans for new plants in Mexico, and Nissan has commented, “There is ‘no way’ the company can plan any new projects in Japan as long as the currency continues to soar.”

Figure 31: Japanese Officials Intervene to Protect National Industries

Labour Rate Arbitrage is Fading

Average hourly wages in emerging economies are rising rapidly

As the middle class grows and pressure increases to attract and retain skilled talent in countries that have historically been sources of low-cost labour, companies are paying higher salaries. Wages in China and India have been rising at an accelerating rate. From 2000 to 2005, wages in China and India grew at CAGRs of 10.8% and 3.8%, respectively. Over the next five years, those rates rose to 19.1% and 34.6%. Projections suggest that wages will continue to show strong growth from 2010 to 2015 at CAGRs of 15.3% in China and 10.6% in India (Figure 32).80

Similar increases have occurred in Indonesia and the Philippines. From 2000 to 2005, wages in Indonesia grew at the same CAGR experienced in China for the same time period, 10.8%. Between 2005 and 2010, Indonesia’s wages grew at a 7.0% CAGR, while in the Philippines wages grew at a 9.5% CAGR. Projections for these emerging nations from 2010 to 2015 suggest CAGRs for wages of 9.5% in Indonesia and 6.4% in the Philippines.

Figure 32: Average Hourly Wages in Emerging Economies

Source: Deloitte analysis based on data published by the Economist Intelligence Unit. Extracted November 15, 2011.
While the gap between wages in the United States and both China and India can still be considered large today, the rate at which they are closing is very rapid.

A recent analysis by The Boston Consulting Group suggests a combination of economic forces is fast eroding China’s cost advantage as an export platform for the North American market and concludes that by sometime around 2015 – for many goods destined for North American consumers – manufacturing in some parts of the United States will be as economical as manufacturing in China. One of the key reasons for this shift is related to a shrinking gap in fully burdened labour rates.

Wage and benefit increases of 15-20% per year at the average Chinese factory will slash China’s labour-cost advantage over low-cost states in the US, from 55% today to 39% in 2015, when adjusted for the higher productivity of US workers. Because labour accounts for a small portion of a product’s manufacturing costs, the savings gained from outsourcing to China will drop to single digits for many products.86

For manufacturers considering long-term commitments to new facilities in emerging country locations, and always focused on keeping costs low to remain competitive, the rapid escalation of labour costs and other associated costs will have a significant impact on their supply chain decisions over the next 20 years.
As global labour-rate arbitrage fades, the course of manufacturing’s globalization will be altered

Having lost the cost advantages of production in China and other low-cost countries, companies will focus on transforming internal cost structures and shifting production to hedge against labour-rate increases.

The middle classes in China and India are growing more prominent, with consequences to both demand and supply. With respect to demand, the growing middle class creates a vast new market for a range of goods, including big-ticket items. On the supply side, the shrinking pools of low-cost labour mean that companies will be challenged to find ways to add value other than by using cheap labour. Companies will also struggle with higher worker turnover, as people have more employment options in low-cost locations.

To address these changes, some companies, such as Foxconn, are moving to greater automation in their Asian operations as a means of reducing labour costs, part of what Alvin Kwok, head of hardware technology research at JPMorgan, identifies as “a broad automation push among China-based manufacturers” and a signal that “the cost of labour is no longer lower than the cost of capital.”

While some companies will always be on the lookout for low-cost labour (and some are starting to look to Africa), the lowest cost is a constantly moving target, and it is unlikely that production shifts will be as dramatic as they have been over the past two decades. Some companies are focused on localizing production, not only because of the shrinking wage gap but because all costs to manufacture – energy, transportation and inventory – are rising. Localizing production is a hedge against currency volatility by establishing a cost base where products are sold. For some companies, localization aligns with growing demand centres in emerging markets. For others, including many in the United States and Europe, localization means moving production facilities back home. Given high unemployment, these companies are being welcomed home with open arms.
Section 3: Future Competition: Resources, Capabilities, and Public Policy

The rapid globalization experienced over the recent past has established many new and formidable manufacturing competitors, both companies and countries. The rapid rise in productive knowledge or the know-how of manufacturing combined with rapidly developing new markets has intensified the competition for both the resources and the capabilities necessary for success.

In some cases, such as with the Earth’s natural resources, this competition could play out as a win-lose scenario, as there are only so many resources and not enough to go around if shared and equitable solutions do not prevail. In other cases, such as the competition for talented human resources, win-win scenarios can play out as nations and companies all contribute to advancing the skills and capabilities of their people to ever-higher levels.

Countries will intensify their efforts to build leading manufacturing sectors – more competitive than their counterparts around the world – because manufacturing will increasingly be an essential path to attract investment, spur innovation and create high-value jobs. Both the leaders of developed and emerging economies are trying to create the most compelling environments upon which to develop a highly-skilled workforce and build a sustainable innovation engine that raises the standard of living for their people, with a particular emphasis on the important middle class.

Established manufacturing enterprises and rapidly emerging new entrants are also competing fiercely in open markets to create and sustain the most competitive businesses possible.

For them, the 21st century presents enormous business opportunities, whether in developed nations or emerging economies. But this also means they will fiercely compete for resources and superior capabilities in a wide variety of areas.

As we look to the future, there are a number of key areas where both companies and countries will effectively share in the intensifying competition for manufacturing supremacy, where they both will have a critical stake in the outcome, as it will be a fundamental driver of either their success or their failure. While there are many areas where they are in complete control of their own destinies, here we have focused on those areas where they have a shared role and interest in the future competition.

In this section we explore the competition to develop infrastructure and attract foreign direct investment, the competition for materials resources and energy, and the competition to develop their innovation capabilities and talented human resources they will require to drive their success. The final area we explore is the competition to develop or influence public policy impacting manufacturing, as policy-makers increasingly seek to shape the factors most likely to drive prosperity for their nations. In all of these areas of shared interest in the drivers of competitiveness, business leaders and policy-makers must come together to deliberate and collaborate to ensure the best possible outcome for all stakeholders.
Competitive Infrastructure Will Increase in Importance for Emerging and Developed Nations

The infrastructure necessary to enable manufacturing to flourish and contribute to job growth will grow in importance and sophistication and be challenging for countries to develop and maintain.

Investing in effective infrastructure has been essential for developing nations to be included as a potential location by multinationals and thus participate in the benefits derived from the globalization of manufacturing. This trend will intensify in the future. Reinvestment in maintaining competitive infrastructure will become critical for developed nations to keep pace. Public funding support for infrastructure development will be a challenge for developed nations given the expected long tail on sovereign debt issues. Effective public-private partnerships will be essential. While infrastructure alone will not lead directly to best-in-class manufacturing, a serious lack of infrastructure or a steadily decaying infrastructure will cause nations to fall out of contention and create serious obstacles for the supply chain networks of leading companies.

To compete in global manufacturing, nations must have quality infrastructure.

As nations compete for FDI and strive to support national industries and innovations, the race to build enabling, effective infrastructure will intensify. As part of the 2010 Global Manufacturing Competitiveness Index, over 400 CEOs were asked to rank the drivers of global manufacturing competitiveness: infrastructure was rated fifth out of 10 factors. Although it trailed behind talent and market orientation, infrastructure was rated higher than access to financing, corruption, and inefficient government bureaucracy.89

Infrastructure helps determine the type of activities that can be undertaken in a country, as well as the capabilities and sectors that a country can develop. Well-developed infrastructure encourages connectedness and economic activity between nations and within a nation. Information technology and telecommunication networks are critical for daily business operations, for both small companies and large multinationals. Effective modes of transportation including highways, railways, waterways and ports, and airfields and air traffic control are all necessary to move manufactured inputs and finished goods to consumers. Companies, particularly manufacturers, also depend on a reliable supply of affordable electricity to support operations.90

Inadequate infrastructure is a concern in many emerging economies, though China has made significant improvements.

Since 2005, the World Economic Forum has based its competitiveness analysis on the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI), which measures countries on the basis of 12 pillars of economic competitiveness. The GCI, like the economic theory of stages of development, assumes that economies in the first stage compete on the basis of their factor endowments – primarily low-cost labour and natural resources. To be competitive, a country at this stage of development must meet four basic requirements: institutions, infrastructure, macroeconomic environment, and health and primary education.91 Many emerging countries struggle with these foundational pillars of an enabling business environment.

The following chart shows the factors that business executives from BRIC nations participating in the World Economic Forum’s Executive Opinion Survey saw as the most problematic for doing business in their economy, both in 2006 and 2011 (Figure 35). In 2006, infrastructure was cited as one of the top-three concerns for two of the four BRIC nations – China and India. In 2011, infrastructure was also cited as a top concern for two BRIC nations – Brazil and India – but executives no longer saw China’s infrastructure as one of its primary issues.92 This was corroborated in the project workshops. Participants in our project workshop in India cited the lack of infrastructure and the challenges in land acquisition as a key barrier to scaling up manufacturing sector growth in India. In our workshop in China, participants expressed concerns about China’s increased push towards locating manufacturing capacity in the Western regions of the country, which would potentially lead to increased logistics costs and lead times.

Figure 35: Problematic Factors for Doing Business in BRIC Countries in 2006 and 2011: Inadequate Infrastructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2011-12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Tax rates</td>
<td>Tax rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tax regulations</td>
<td>Tax regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inefficient government bureaucracy</td>
<td>Inadequate supply of infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td>Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tax regulations</td>
<td>Inefficient government bureaucracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inefficient government bureaucracy</td>
<td>Crime and theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Inadequate supply of infrastructure</td>
<td>Inadequate supply of infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inefficient government bureaucracy</td>
<td>Corrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restrictive labour regulations</td>
<td>Inefficient government bureaucracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td>Inflation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inadequate supply of infrastructure</td>
<td>Access to financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Access to financing</td>
<td>Inefficient government bureaucracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the past five years, China has made substantial progress on a number of infrastructure fronts. In 2005, only nine of every 100 people were Internet users; by 2010, that number shot up to 34 of 100.93 Paved roads as a per cent of total roads increased from 41% in 2005 to 54% in 2008.94 In 2006, China made a commitment to invest 1.5 trillion yuan (US$ 190 billion) in rail construction through 201095; by 2011, China’s standard and high-speed rail lines totalled more than 91,000 km.96 Although China recently announced some railway construction spending cuts in response to concerns about debt and safety of trains, China continues to make plans for more and more sophisticated infrastructure. According to The Telegraph, China plans to “create the world’s biggest mega city by merging nine cities to create a metropolis twice the size of Wales with a population of 42 million.”97

Over the next six years, around 150 major infrastructure projects will mesh the transport, energy, water and telecommunications networks of the nine cities together, at a cost of some 2 trillion yuan (£190 billion). An express rail line will also connect the hub with nearby Hong Kong.98

Cui Dianguo, President, China CNR Corporation Limited (CNR) Andrew Weinberg, Chairman, Strategy, Brightstar Corporation and Sam Hsu, Senior Vice-President and General Manager, Ecolab participating in a discussion in Dalian, China
Infrastructure quantity and quality are drivers of economic growth and income equality

Countries considered to have the most competitive infrastructure have higher GDP per capita (Figure 36). Experts have demonstrated that the quantity of infrastructure has a significant positive effect on long-run economic growth. Additionally, infrastructure quantity and quality have a negative impact on income inequality, which means that investment in infrastructure reduces poverty and facilitates the rise of the middle class.99

Researchers have also shown that a country’s stage of development influences the level of impact of public capital spending on infrastructure. Returns to public investment diminish with income. While there is evidence that public capital spending on infrastructure has a positive return, regardless of national income, it is most impactful in poorer and fast-growing nations.100 Research by Shenggen Fan and Connie Chan-Kang estimated that each kilometre of road extension in low-potential rain-fed areas in India resulted in a reduction of 10 people in the poverty headcount; Fan and Chan-Kang estimated economic rates of return in the hundreds or thousands of per cent.101

While infrastructure alone will not lead directly to best-in-class manufacturing, a serious lack of infrastructure or a steadily decaying infrastructure will cause nations to fall out of contention and create serious obstacles for the supply chain networks of leading companies. The challenge for emerging nations is to develop new infrastructure. The challenge for developed nations, is to refurbish old infrastructure that is sometimes in serious disrepair and to keep pace with the advantages inherent in new, modern and often specialized infrastructure targeted toward certain sectors being built in emerging nations. As the global industrialization expands, emerging countries are not building “old” infrastructure; only new infrastructure is being erected and global business could be easily seduced.

Lingering effects of the debt crisis will impact nations’ abilities to strengthen infrastructure

Public funding support for infrastructure will be a challenge for developed nations given the expected long tail on sovereign debt issues. Nations are finding ways to cut spending in order to reduce deficits that have ballooned due to borrowing and economic stimulus projects (including some national infrastructure projects). In many cases, countries are forced to cancel or postpone projects, or make a choice between projects. For instance, Portugal, whose debt was over 90% of GDP at the end of 2010,102 announced in June 2011 the cancellation of its €3.3 billion Madrid-Lisbon high-speed rail line.103 The Economy Minister Alvaro Santos Pereira explained the cancellation was to “make room for building railway lines that help take Portuguese goods to export destinations.”104 Effective public-private partnerships targeted at strategic projects will be essential to address this issue. Spain and France are attempting to use more private finance to maintain their infrastructure investment.105 Experts predict that private finance will step in to cover economic infrastructure that is paid for by users, but social infrastructure that relies on government as a payer is more likely to see reduced investment.106 In the UK, for example, the government cut budgets for school and social housing,107 but announced £30 billion (US$ 46.3 billion) of new public and private money for civil infrastructure such as railways, roads, and broadband connections.108

---

Figure 36: Infrastructure Quality

Infrastrucure Quality versus Economic Growth

Competition for Foreign Direct Investment is Increasing

Competition between nations to attract FDI will increase dramatically, raising the stakes for countries and complicating the decision processes for companies.

FDI is a means for bringing manufacturing and research facilities to a country, building infrastructure in public-private partnerships and leveraging the multiplier effect of manufacturing on service jobs across the nation. As public funding challenges mount, the competition between nations for FDI will increase dramatically. For companies, the myriad of potential investment options will be increasingly hard to differentiate and navigate. But investments in the wrong location, thus potentially not contributing enough to truly advance a company’s global competitive capabilities, will have long lasting negative consequences and be increasingly hard to unwind.

The last decade has seen an increase of FDI into manufacturing

FDI flows have markedly outpaced flows of goods and services. From 1990 to 2006, global cross-border inflows of FDI rose by an average of 12.4% annually, versus 7.7% growth in total exports of goods and services and 5% overall economic growth.\(^{109}\) Since 2003, FDI flows have grown even faster, by an average of 30% annually.\(^{110}\) FDI has brought millions of jobs, technology transfer, improved skills, greater competition, and stronger fiscal positions to many countries. In coming years, strong growth is expected in the automotive, industrial machinery and equipment, metals and chemicals, renewable energy, and natural resource sectors.\(^{111}\) Slower growth in FDI is expected in business services, financial services, and food and beverages.\(^{112}\)

After averaging US$ 170 billion from 2001 through 2005, FDI inflows for manufacturing more than doubled to an average of US$ 350 billion from 2006 through 2009 (Figure 37).\(^{113}\) In 2006–2008, leading into the global recession, the average annual growth rate was 35%.\(^{114}\) In 2010, manufacturing accounted for 26% of global FDI projects.\(^{115}\) Manufacturing FDI projects generated 1.1 million jobs in 2010, an increase of 25% over the previous, admittedly sluggish, year.\(^{116}\) For manufacturers making these investments they are typically seeking new market opportunities and/or operational efficiencies. Often they are looking to mitigate cross-border trade barriers. FDI can also be about strategic positioning relative to competitors.\(^{117}\) It is another example of the larger trend of value-chain fragmentation – the desire to locate the constituent components in their optimal environment.\(^{118}\)

Global manufacturing companies are sitting on large cash reserves

By slowing spending, the economic crisis left many companies holding cash (Figure 38). India’s top 500 companies have cash reserves amounting to US$ 96 billion.\(^{119}\) The top 100 global manufacturing companies are holding more than US$ 700 billion in cash and equivalents, up from about US$ 400 billion in 2005.\(^{120}\) Also, cash and equivalents as a percentage of revenue has spiked up to 12% after four years of decline from 2005 through 2008.\(^{121}\) The opportunity to marry these idle funds with latent manufacturing capacity amid the right conditions – that is, consistent, transparent industrial policy – is readily apparent.
Global competition for FDI is increasing as more countries seek the benefits

The global appetite for FDI in manufacturing remains strong. Few countries are willing to refuse FDI into any sector, with the exception of certain industries, such as media, where there are significant foreign ownership restrictions. Competition for FDI is increasing. Membership in the World Association of Investment Promotion Agencies has increased by 2.5 times to 250 since 2001 (Figure 39). Countries seek FDI to create jobs, tax revenues, and demand for goods and services domestically. Similarly, by bringing these operations within their borders countries are also supporting the advancement of their labour force’s productive capabilities – learning to be more efficient and operate new technologies and systems.

Figure 39: Individual Agency Membership in World Association of Investment Promotion Agencies

FDI is also increasingly controversial

Despite the rapid growth and increasing competition for FDI, it is also becoming increasingly controversial. Sovereign wealth funds and other foreign investors are sometimes considered risks to national security, economic prosperity, and even political stability. According to the Council on Foreign Relations, over the last two years, at least 11 major FDI recipients (countries that together received 40.6% of all world inflows in 2006) have approved or are seriously considering new laws that could restrict certain types of FDI, or expand government oversight of cross-border investments. In many of these countries, high-profile transactions are increasingly disputed. “In February 2008, for example, the joint bid for 3Com Corporation by Bain Capital, a U.S. private equity company, and Huawei, a Chinese technology company, was withdrawn after objections were raised by the US government.” Other examples include the following.

• The Chinese government conducts a rigorous review of many foreign investment transactions, involving five state agencies, and has specific restrictions on news agencies, broadcasting and programming, and mining and processing of certain minerals.
• In Germany, the Ministry of Economics and Technology reviews “certain foreign investments, particularly those from state-owned entities.” The reviews largely cover industries directly related to national security (e.g. weapons manufacture) but also include banking, and private television broadcasting among others.
• The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, enabled by the Foreign Investment and National Security Act, examines FDI in the interest of national security – a process that has become “much tougher and more regulator.” Specific instances of foreign attempts to invest in oil and shipping ports have created backlashes in the US Congress.
• Recent legislation in Russia formalized the evaluation of foreign investment transactions involving companies engaging in activity of strategic importance to the country’s defence, national security, and other industries. In several ways the Russian system mirrors its US counterpart, although in addition to national security concerns, specific attention is also paid to economic factors, such as “whether the target company has more than a 35% share of a particular commodity.”

CASE STUDY: The Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency (KOTRA) and Invest KOREA

KOTRA acts like many of its global counterparts. Through its investment promotion arm, Invest KOREA, it prepares detailed information on the various benefits of investing in South Korea: market conditions, technology and infrastructure, labour performance, and metrics on quality of life. It also offers incentives in the form of cash grants and site location support. In the latter case, the government secures and develops land that it then leases to foreign companies that meet specific requirements. KOTRA further supports foreign interests by reducing or eliminating rents on state properties and offering the services of project managers to ensure a smooth and rapid settlement in South Korea. According to the organization’s annual report, KOTRA’s efforts helped attract FDI of US$ 13 billion in 2010, a 13.8% increase over the previous year. At the same time, global FDI flows increased by a mere 0.7%.

Multinational companies have long been central to global manufacturing for several reasons. In dozens of countries, multinational firms have long accounted for an outsized share of manufacturing capital investment, research and development, and exporting. As a result, productivity growth—the only source of sustainable increases in standards of living for any country—has around the world long been faster in manufacturing than in services.

Despite the common assertion that multinationals in manufacturing simply “export job” out of host countries, research has found that expansion abroad by these firms has tended to complement their home-country operations. More international investment and employment in foreign affiliates has to date tended to create more home-country parent investment and jobs as well. One recent study carefully analysed all US multinationals in manufacturing from 1982 to 2004. Each additional US$ 1 in an affiliate’s employee compensation generated an average increase in its parent compensation of about US$ 1.11. And each additional dollar in an affiliate’s capital investment generated an average increase in its parent’s investment of about US$ 0.67.

A distinguishing feature of the integration of the global economy over the past generation has been, paradoxically, the disintegration of manufacturing production. Manufacturing companies increasingly operate within elaborate global production networks in which final products are made in many stages spanning many countries, linked together primarily by the international trade and investment of multinational companies. Several forces—advances in communication technology, fast economic growth in emerging markets—have helped expand global production networks in manufacturing. These networks have benefited not just the multinationals at their core, but also the broader global economy—suppliers, consumers, and workers.

Perhaps the canonical example of the integral role of multinational companies in today’s global manufacturing networks is information technology. About 30 years ago IT firms, thanks both to competition at home and opening borders around the world, began to establish and expand global production networks. Stages of production that had once been bundled into the single country are increasingly distributed across countries. Today the breadth of these IT-manufacturing networks can be best summarized by the words on the back of any sleek iPhone: “Designed by Apple in California, Assembled in China.”

A critical force in solidifying and expanding the globalization of IT production was comprehensive policy liberalization. Signed in 1996, the Information Technology Agreement eliminated over the next decade all tariffs in dozens of signatory countries in hundreds of IT products made in their entirety in a single country are increasingly rare. It is vitally important that policy leaders have a comprehensive understanding of this reality and the attendant benefits that the global production networks of manufacturing multinationals can bring.

But not all do. Indeed, over the past decade a protectionist drift has emerged towards the foreign direct investment of multinational companies. In 2000, just 2% of all the national FDI policy changes tracked by the United Nations were restricting multinational companies. But this share climbed steadily over the decade, reaching 32% by 2010.

What accounts for this protectionist drift in FDI policy? One important force has been the emergence of new source countries and companies for investment. FDI from non-traditional countries such as China, India, and the Middle East is growing due to sustained, rapid economic growth in these countries, high energy prices, and the ongoing pattern of global imbalances. Government ownership and control of multinational firms has been a second important force behind the protectionist drift. Of the top 100 multinational companies in the world, 19 are government owned—in five just five years ago. Of the top 100 developing-country multinational companies, 28 are government-owned. Third, foreign investment is increasingly flowing to more sensitive sectors of the economy, including assets considered “critical infrastructure” like ports, airports, energy and telecommunications. And fourth, the severity of the world financial crisis and related great recession has compelled many governments to protect domestic “national champions” against foreign competitors.

What might be the consequences of new FDI restrictions? In a growing number of countries and industries, new FDI restrictions have led to some proposed transactions being denied—and have also deterred other potential investments through a less-visible but still important “threat” effect. They have also impaired the quality of many transactions as well. New policies that mean longer, more complex, and more regulated transactions can mean deals of lower economic value.

Leaders of national governments that want to boost the standard of living for their citizens are thus confronted with an increasingly important challenge. The multinational companies at the heart of manufacturing’s ever-widening global production networks have ever-widening choices for where to locate their high-knowledge, high-innovation, high-wage jobs and related activities. To attract and retain these companies, government leaders cannot just liberalize FDI policies in terms of market access and national treatment. Rather, they must go far beyond traditional FDI-policy considerations to meet a deeper set of national-competitiveness issues critical to the success of these companies: worker skills, public infrastructure, efficient immigration, and corporate taxation.

Government leaders who can provide to global multinationals a constellation of competitive strengths—high and rising worker skills, efficient and modern infrastructure, simple and low-burden taxation—will be leaders whose country can create and expand key nodes in world manufacturing. Doing this amidst the spreading protectionist pressures will require imagination and courage not unlike the imagination and courage that spawned the ITA and all its benefits.

Matthew J. Slaughter is the Associate Dean of the MBA Program and the Signal Companies’ Professor of Management at the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth. He is also currently a Research Associate at the National Bureau of Economic Research; a Senior Fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations; a member of the academic advisory board of the International Tax Policy Forum; an academic advisor to the Deloitte Center on Cross-Border Investment; and a member of the U.S. State Department’s Advisory Committee on International Tax Policy Forum.
Competition for Earth’s Materials Resources Will Drive Scarcity and Innovation

Growing materials resources competition and scarcity will fundamentally alter country and company resources strategies and competition, and serve as a catalyst to significant materials sciences breakthroughs.

In the short term, countries and companies react to rising scarcity and prices of materials, such as rare earth elements, by stockpiling or hedging. In the longer term, success will be marked by discoveries of alternative elements, breakthroughs in materials sciences, and more efficient practices governing the use of materials.

As demand increases, competition for Earth’s resources will intensify.

Some resources will be under more pressure than others. Of particular interest are the rare earth elements (REEs) and other materials elements that are critical to making high-tech, energy-efficient, and stronger products such as wind turbines, solar energy collectors, and electric cars. While the 17 elements that comprise the group of REEs are a main focus, they are not the only elements from the periodic table that are critical to these types of products. Other elements including platinum group elements and elements with photovoltaic conductivity properties are important to high-tech, energy-efficient, and stronger products, such as lithium, cobalt, gallium, indium, and tellurium, which are considered critical. The term “rare earth” may be somewhat misleading, because not all of these elements are necessarily scarce but are elements that are more difficult or expensive to extract from the Earth. It is perhaps more accurate to think of REEs and the other materials resources in terms of criticality.

New products are driving the demand for critical elements today

A sampling of the products using critical elements shows how strong demand is likely to grow.

1. **High-tech products:** Computer hard drives, mobile phones, cameras, portable X-ray units, flat-panel displays, and fibre-optic data transmission rely on critical elements in increasingly large quantities. Intel estimates that computer chips contained 11 mineral elements in the 1980s, 15 elements in the 1990s, and may rely on up to 60 elements in the coming years. General Electric reports that its products use 70 of the first 83 elements in the periodic table. As new technologies and engineered materials emerge, so does the prospect of rapid spikes in demand for some minerals that had previously found only limited use.

2. **Energy-efficient products:** Products such as stadium lights, energy-efficient light bulbs, glass additives, hybrid electric motors and batteries, and wind turbines are more prominent as countries work to address energy efficiency goals and reduce their carbon footprints. The current crop of more efficient, spectrally complete, and visually pleasing lamps uses phosphors containing different concentrations of lanthanum, cerium, europium, terbium, and yttrium to achieve various lighting effects. Phosphors represent a significant portion of the cost of an LFL (linear florescent lamp, commonly used in industrial or commercial buildings) or CFL (compact florescent lamp, designed for residential buildings). Phosphors accounted for 7% of all REE usage by volume and 32% of the total value in 2008.

3. **Stronger products:** These include products used in defence, such as micro-alloyed steels, superalloys, and air and space vehicles and parts, but also medical and dental products and glass additives.
Criticality of materials resources defined

Criticality of material resources depends on the importance of their use, supply risk, and long-term developments. Importance is a function of whether there is demand for the material; those resources with few or no practical substitutes are clearly more important. Supply risk comes into play through availability, demand (a new use may overwhelm suppliers, especially when the material is a by-product), political factors (although even in a stable political environment, a single producer can become unreliable), and producer diversity (risk is higher when production is too concentrated). Finally, long-term developments – how long an element will be in demand, how many new sources are found, etc. – will also affect competition for materials (Figure 40).133

Criticality impacts pricing and response strategies

Price fluctuations reflect the changing demand for critical resources. In fact, rare earth prices increased from about US$ 10 per ton in 2009 to almost US$ 60 per ton in 2010 as a result of Chinese government policies to restrict supply, a rebound in demand following the financial crisis, and consolidation of production and marketing channels.134 Recent history focused on rare earths also highlights companies’ reactions to decreased availability of a resource in demand. When availability is threatened, new sources are pursued.

Today, China dominates the REE market, supplying 95% globally. Control is tight, with the Chinese government implementing tax, quota, and administrative measures to keep prices for REEs at record highs.135 It is precisely this tight control, which is leading to a by-product), political factors (although even in a stable political environment, a single producer can become unreliable), and producer diversity (risk is higher when production is too concentrated). Finally, long-term developments – how long an element will be in demand, how many new sources are found, etc. – will also affect competition for materials (Figure 40).133

In response to China’s market dominance, many companies – both traditional miners and others who depend on REEs – are entering the business of producing rare earths. The number of mines can take upwards of 10 years. Before the shovels can come out, there is a long process of prospecting, exploration, process development, feasibility studies, permits, construction, and commissioning.138 Because the availability of the rare earths will not be eased immediately, companies must develop short- and long-term solutions to address the need for critical resources.

Figure 40: US DOE Critical Material Assessment Short Term (2010-2015)

The Future of Manufacturing

Innovation eases criticality

History has shown time and again that companies will proactively rethink production inputs and leverage ongoing scientific advancements, innovating in response to the need for a critical resource. Depending on which material resources are critical to a company’s production, companies are reacting and innovating in various ways, including developing alternatives to the use of a critical resource and using recycling to decrease need for new sources.

Because critical elements are prominent in the hybrid-electric vehicles that are increasingly demanded in the market, Toyota and General Electric have taken different approaches to combating the challenge of using a critical resource. Toyota uses neodymium magnets in some of its vehicles, but has seen the price of this element skyrocket to US$ 455 per kilogram from US$ 19.45 in 2009. To counter this cost, Toyota entered into a joint venture with Tesla Motors to supply a RAV4 motor and battery pack that does not rely on permanent magnet technology. Engineers are also in the advanced stages of development of a more efficient induction motor than that being currently used in the hybrid Prius.139

Another option is recycling. To counter the 10-fold increase in the price of rhenium, which helps steel retain its shape under high force and temperatures, General Electric started a global recycling partnership with other jet-engine makers to decrease the need for new materials and superalloys. The company also conducted research that identified the ability to adjust the mix of elements used in its jet engine blades to cut the rhenium content from 6% to 3%.140

Proactive companies could look to identifying long-term strategies as soon as a material resource is identified as critical to shorten the time frame when the company has to react to decreased availability and high costs.

The status of a critical resource adjusts until eventually innovation eases criticality

Critical resources tend to follow a path of decreased availability and increased prices until innovative solutions are developed to lessen the need. The critical resource response cycle shows that material resource criticality drives innovation – the long-term strategy is almost always to find a substitute and find innovation (Figure 43). In reaction to the challenges early in the cycle, companies look for ways to avoid using the material resource. This opens the door for material science innovation.

Figure 42: Increased Opening of Rare Earth Mines

Figure 43: Critical Resource Response Cycle

Toshiyuki Shiga, Chief Operating Officer, Nissan Motor Co., and Bob King, President, United Auto Workers (UAW) share comments in Davos-Klosters

Source: Deloitte analysis
Affordable Clean Energy Strategies will be a Critical Competitive Differentiator

Affordable clean energy strategies and effective energy policies will be a top priority for manufacturers and policy-makers and serve as an important differentiator of highly competitive countries and companies.

Demand for and cost of energy will only increase with future population growth and industrialization. Environmental and sustainability concerns will demand that nations respond effectively and responsibly to the future energy challenge. All nations will seek competitive energy policies that ensure affordable and reliable energy supply for all manufacturing sectors and will be forced to seek new ways of manufacturing, from energy efficient product designs to energy efficient operations and logistics. Collaboration between company leaders and policy-makers will become an imperative to solve the energy puzzle.

As the global population grows, demand for all forms of energy will continue to expand

In 1990, total world energy consumption ran to about 354 quadrillion Btu. By 2035, the US Energy Information Administration expects world energy consumption will more than double to roughly 770 quadrillion Btu (Figure 44).\(^{141}\) In fact, the growth in energy consumption is expected to outpace population growth.

As emerging countries mature, consumption of energy is rising

One reason for the high growth in energy consumption is emerging countries (non-OECD nations) are consuming more energy as they make the shift to developed (OECD nations). Because economic development tends to be tied to growth in manufacturing, energy use is growing especially in the industrial sector. Industrial sector energy consumption, which already accounts for close to a third of total energy consumption worldwide, is expected to grow 50% by 2035, with 70% of that growth driven by emerging countries. By the same year, emerging economies will consume 71% of total delivered energy in the global industrial sector.\(^{142}\)

China is projected to be the largest driver of energy consumption growth (Figure 45). Currently accounting for 20% of global energy consumption, China is expected to become the world’s largest consumer over the next 25 years. Meanwhile, energy use by developed countries is projected to continue to be relatively stable, increasing only 14% from 2005 to 2035.\(^{143}\)
Emerging economies are projected to use more traditional fossil fuels, driving future growth in that fuel segment

The industrial sectors of emerging countries are projected to increase their use of liquid fossil fuels by 50% and of coal by 63% between 2008 and 2035.144 Meanwhile, developed countries are expected to slightly reduce their dependency on liquid fuels and only marginally increase their use of coal. The challenge is the growth in the use of oil and coal, which are not only relatively expensive, but dirty. The push for renewables is in part a reaction to this challenge.

Growth in global energy consumption has led policy-makers to take an increasingly active role

Recent years have seen a steady increase in the number of climate policies, with over 390 policy announcements made globally since July 2008 (Figure 46).145 Like companies, governments are interested in reducing energy usage, although they are also motivated by the need to reduce energy-related carbon emissions. At Copenhagen in 2009, countries made non-binding pledges to cut emissions and mitigate climate change, and over 80 countries submitted voluntary targets, action plans, or letters of commitment before the 31 January 2010 deadline.146 Many governments have been active in trying to develop alternatives to carbon-producing energy. Globally, renewable-energy subsidies increased from US$ 39 billion in 2007 to US$ 66 billion in 2010.147 Some view recent policies as inadequate to meet government pledges and mandates, and more measures may be taken to push the issue.148

Renewables will be the highest-growth energy sector

Due in part to government subsidies, renewable energies, led by hydro and wind, are projected by the International Energy Agency to account for half of the new capacity installed between 2010 and 2035 to meet growing demand (Figure 47). Despite being expected to grow faster than any other source in relative terms, total supply of renewable energy is still not projected to reach the level of any single fossil fuel by 2035.149 This has not discouraged the government of China from implementing policies that have made China the world leader in renewable energy, with 2010 investments reaching US$ 48.9 billion (in comparison, all of Europe invested US$ 35.2 billion and North America invested US$ 30.1 billion in the same year).150

Rising energy prices are making energy costs and consumption a top priority for manufacturers

As energy consumption rises, prices are also rising at a faster rate than inflation. The price of oil, for example, grew at four times the Consumer Price Index in 2010. Natural gas and coal also outpaced inflation (Figure 48). For companies, energy costs are taking up a bigger portion of overall costs.

Figure 46: Increase in Global Climate Change Policy Announcements since 2009

Source: Deloitte Analysis based on data published by Deutsche Bank Climate Change Advisors Global Climate Change Policy Tracker 2011

Figure 47: Annual Increase in World Energy Consumption by Fuel Type

Source: Deloitte analysis based on data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA)

Figure 48: Fuel Price Indices Increase Well Above Rate of Inflation

Source: Deloitte analysis based on data from the US Energy Information Administration (EIA) and World Bank Commodity Data.
1. Companies can make their operations more efficient by reducing energy consumption and increasing resource efficiency. This is particularly critical for high-energy use sectors, where energy accounts for 15 to 20% of the cost of the end product. By reducing energy consumption through efficiency gains, companies can offset growing energy costs and decrease future energy dependence (Figure 49).

By reducing energy consumption through efficiency gains, companies can offset growing energy costs and decrease future energy dependence (Figure 49).

To this end, companies have a few options, including the following.

1. **Companies can make their operations more efficient** by installation of updated equipment, energy cogeneration, sustainable construction, energy monitoring, use of recycled materials, and choosing production methods that require less energy input. Unilever has won accolades internationally for its transition to energy efficient and sustainable business practices, which also improved the bottom line by reducing energy costs. A new aerosol manufacturing site in Mexico has solar lighting and heating, a water reuse system and high-efficiency equipment to achieve a 25% reduction in CO2 and a 40% reduction in water consumption per tonne of production compared to existing aerosol production sites. Unilever has been on a path to reduce energy use since 1995, and has set targets to continue that reduction through 2020, including a plan to meet 40% of its energy needs with renewables.153

2. **Companies may target supply chain improvements**, such as packaging reduction, relocating production, and delivery rerouting (whether internally or externally by working with suppliers). Examples abound. Chocolate makers Hershey and Ferrero have entered into a North America-wide alliance to share warehousing, transportation, and distribution, meaning fewer trips to deliver their products.154 Initiatives can extend to suppliers. In another example, after calculating that its suppliers produced five times the carbon footprint of its internal operations, UTC developed guidelines for suppliers that aim to reduce energy consumption.155

3. **Improving products to perform more efficiently** not only helps a company to save money, but increases demand for the product among consumers. This can range from sustainable and recyclable packaging to energy-efficient products, such as those developed by P&G, Phillips, and Apple, which allow consumers to use less energy. P&G’s advances in laundry detergent powder compaction have yielded transportation, retailer, and consumer benefits. After the entire portfolio of US and Canadian carton powder laundry detergents was compacted by 33%, the reduced packing required enabled a 6% reduction in the number of delivery trucks and 5% to 8% less fuel for transportation. The 28% less corrugates saves retailers shelf space and reduces the pallet and carton size. Finally, the product is a hit with customers. Not only did consumers react positively to the product being lighter to carry and easier to store, but consumers using the Coldwater formula can save 80% of the energy use per load of laundry.156

---

**Figure 49: Energy Efficiency Solutions Framework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficient Operations Improvements</th>
<th>Supply Chain Improvements</th>
<th>Efficient Products &amp; Improvements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Updated infrastructure</td>
<td>Packaging reduction</td>
<td>R&amp;D investment in energy efficient technology and products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy cogeneration</td>
<td>Production location decisions</td>
<td>Sustainable and recyclable packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable construction</td>
<td>Carbon emissions reduction</td>
<td>Advertisement of product cost savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy monitoring</td>
<td>Redesigned warehouse networks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of recycled materials</td>
<td>Rerouting delivery trucks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production with less energy input requirement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions reductions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte analysis
### Competition to Innovate Escalates for Countries & Companies

The ability to innovate, at an accelerated pace, will be the most important capability differentiating the success of countries and companies in the future.

Compared to their counterparts, companies regarded as more innovative and countries more successful at fostering innovation perform better, whether looking at market share or profitability for companies or growth in GDP or GDP per capita for nations. Companies must innovate to stay ahead of competition, and must be enabled by infrastructure and a policy environment that better supports breakthroughs in science and technology and investment budgets that permit dedicated pursuits. In the 21st century manufacturing environment that has emerged out of rapid globalization, being able to develop creative ideas, addressing new and complex problems, and delivering innovative products and services to global markets will be the capabilities most coveted by both countries and companies.

### Innovation and a country’s prosperity are tightly linked

Innovation is becoming increasingly important as the challenges that confront mankind in the 21st century (e.g. increased competition for earth’s resources, energy and carbon challenges, rising population and social needs) continue to grow. Innovation is a central driver of economic prosperity, development, and job growth. It is the key that enables firms to successfully compete in the global marketplace, and the process by which solutions are found to social and economic challenges ranging from climate change to disease.

An examination of INSEAD’s Global Innovation Index shows that there is a strong relationship between innovation and GDP per capita (Figure 50). Switzerland tops the 2011 Global Innovation Index and has a GDP per capita that trails only the United States and Singapore, while Brazil ranked 47th in the 2011 Global Innovation Index and has a GDP per capita greater than India and China but significantly lower than developed economies.

Switzerland has a long history of being an excellent place for innovation. It is no surprise that innovative industries contribute more than one-third of Swiss GDP and, over the past 10 years, grew at better than twice the rate of other industries in the country. The culture of innovation is marked by aggressive patenting, excellent universities and research institutes, a productive workforce with a deep-rooted proclivity for lifelong development, and a high standard of living, including conveniences such as an advanced transportation sector.

In comparison, Brazil lags other countries in a number of categories, including, high tech imports and quality of tertiary science and engineering education programmes. However, recognizing its importance to prosperity, Brazil is taking a number of steps to foster innovation, with new training programmes meant to develop science, technology, and innovation policy professionals. Brazil recently passed a new Patent Act and acceded to the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).
Innovative companies consistently outperform their peers

Comparison of the 2011 Forbes Most Innovative Companies versus their Global 100 sector peer groups across a set of key financial performance indicators, including growth rates for revenue, net income and market cap, demonstrates that innovative companies are on average more successful than their peers. Looking specifically at the manufacturing sector, innovative manufacturers lag in revenue growth but far outpace peers in net income growth, suggesting a higher quality of revenue for innovative companies, and they outpace their peers on market capitalization, suggesting investors recognize and reward their innovative ways (Figure 51).

Country and company quest for innovation is accelerating

Company and country focus on innovation is intensifying as CEOs and policy-makers move innovation to the top of corporate and country agendas. In a 2011 survey, 29% of CEOs indicated that innovation would be the top growth driver for their organizations, up from 14% in 2007. Country-level focus on innovation is evident in the growing number of national innovation strategies. In 2010 the OECD launched its own innovation strategy and urged countries to continue investments in innovation to drive recovery and address global challenges.

Figure 51: Top Quartile Performance Comparisons
(Manufacturing vs. All Sectors)

All Sectors - Top Quartile Performance Comparisons

Manufacturing - Top Quartile Performance Comparisons

Source: Deloitte analysis of data extracted from CAP IQ in October 2011.
R&D spend is important, but does not guarantee innovation

As countries and companies have pursued innovation, it has become clear that R&D spend is an important element, but not the sole driver, of innovation. Other factors such as quality of educational system, infrastructure and policy environment are critical factors to national innovation effectiveness. At the country level, neither absolute R&D spend nor R&D as a percentage of GDP are effective predictors of innovation effectiveness. Despite relatively low absolute R&D spends, Switzerland and Sweden are considered among the most innovative countries. Meanwhile, China has the second-largest absolute R&D spend, but placed 29th on the Global Innovation Index (Figure 52).

Historically, global innovation has been dominated by developed nations, but the landscape will likely shift, given emerging nations’ increased focus and investment levels. China’s R&D investment growth is outpacing that of other nations and is expected to accelerate. China and India are pursuing collaborative research programmes that include government, academia, and industrial companies. Meanwhile US, European and Japanese spending is expected to decline.
Common components to successful national innovation efforts are emerging

Innovation entails investment in a range of complementary assets beyond R&D such as software, human capital and new organizational structures. Successful innovators are pursuing multifaceted strategies balancing between direct and indirect investments. They include the following.

- Attracting and retaining high-quality researchers: To this end, tiny Singapore adopted a pro-immigration stance that expedited work visa processes for foreign professionals. The country has implemented programmes to attract the best scientists (domestic and foreign) to national labs.

- Developing science and engineering talent: In India, a five-year plan launching in 2012 aims to address current skills gaps in innovation. The plan also encourages industry-university collaborations to develop curricula for grooming graduate engineers and supervisory managers for various facets of manufacturing.163

- Funding R&D initiatives that align with the nation’s strategic priorities: In China, investments of 10 trillion rmb are being made in strategic sectors such as energy efficiency and environmental protection, next-generation information technology, pharmaceuticals and biotech, high-end manufacturing, new energy, new materials, and new energy automobiles. Using substantial tax incentives and subsidies, the country expects to attract supplemental investment from private and foreign entities.164

- Implementing policies that encourage R&D: This includes tax code, patent processing and intellectual property protection. Analysis of the effect of R&D tax incentives on private sector research shows a yield in excess of one dollar for every dollar of incentive. What’s more, countries offering R&D tax incentives are regarded as a more suitable location for those R&D operations that can be relocated.165

- Facilitating collaboration between countries: French and German researchers are finding common ground through Solarbond, a project to develop reusable substrates to replace expensive materials in solar cells and reduce the cost of production by up to 20%.166

- Supporting national research labs: Excellent examples are Germany’s Fraunhofer Institute, a private-public partnership with a mandate of transforming scientific discovery into useful applications, and Taiwan’s Industrial Technology Research Institute. In 2011, ITRI again won a Wall Street Journal Innovation award, making it the first organization in Asia to be so honoured three years in a row. The winners – unique technologies ready for commercialization – are chosen from around 1,000 entries each year, based on such criteria as breakthrough importance and revolutionary or evolutionary concepts.167

The concept of disruptive innovation provides some insight as to why R&D does not translate directly into innovation success. Disruptive innovation is often characterized by the application of an existing technology to solve a problem, rather than an advanced technological breakthrough. It is finding simple solutions to what appeared to be complex problems. For instance, in recent years, Indian agriculture has been transformed by existing mobile phone technology: firms have developed a broad range of applications that address longstanding needs from enabling remote start water pumps that save water, electricity and time to a text message and photo platform that allows farmers to save diseased crops through communication with experts.162 This type of innovation often has business model implications (i.e. a change in service delivery or focusing on an “undesirable” customer segment) and therefore, tends to have a longer lifespan and be more difficult to replicate.
Companies are aggressively pursuing innovation through collaboration, structure and polycentric R&D.

Partnerships between corporate and academic interests can shorten the path between discovery and commercialization. In 2000, DuPont and MIT joined forces on a US$60 million project to study biotechnology, biomaterials, and catalysis. The alliance has proven successful enough that it has expanded beyond bioscience to other areas.68

Companies are altering their organizational culture and structure to promote innovation capabilities. Leading companies exhibit a more advanced approach to the ideation phase of the innovation process compared to their less innovative peers. Employing advanced customer analytics, deep market insights, and an overall acceptance of open innovation. These companies also exhibit a substantial degree of internal consistency between processes, metrics, reward mechanisms, messaging, and top management behavior. The most effective pro-innovation organization models destroy the structural silos that usually separate people, ideas, and resources. Instead, they create a high level of cross-boundary connection, conversation, and collaboration.”69

Pursuit of polycentric R&D, a model in which capabilities are distributed globally and integrated into a network, is a widespread practice as 91% of Fortune 1,000 companies report an R&D footprint outside of their headquarters.70 Although representation in emerging markets currently lags, 28% of respondents to Ernst & Young’s 2010 globalization survey estimate that they will spend more than one-quarter of their overall R&D investment in emerging markets five years from now.71

At the same time, emerging market multinationals are eyeing similar investments in the West. “In the future, we will set up innovation centres in the United States and Europe,” says Kris Gopalakrishnan, President and CEO of Infosys “Technology allows you equal access and distance is not a problem.”72 Cisco is among the companies that have successfully pursued polycentric innovation, launching a business unit in Bangalore to integrate US technology and Indian R&D expertise, while John Deere has developed a low-cost, high-value product line, the 5003 tractor series, entirely based on the needs of the Indian market.73

Innovation capabilities will continue to increase in importance, as nations and companies drive toward ever more advanced manufacturing product sets, as well as higher levels of national prosperity and company profitability. More importantly, being able to drive innovation will be necessary just to keep up with peers and competitors. In the 21st century manufacturing environment, being able to develop creative ideas, addressing new and complex problems and delivering innovative products and services to global markets will be the capabilities most coveted by both countries and companies. And what will be essential for innovation to flourish will be access to a workforce capable of driving it.

### Competition for Top Talent Intensifies

Talented human capital will be the most critical resource differentiating the prosperity of countries and companies. An estimated 10 million jobs globally with manufacturing organizations cannot be filled today due to a growing skills gap. Despite the high unemployment rate in many developed economies, companies are struggling to fill manufacturing jobs with the right talent. Emerging nations cannot fuel their growth without more talent. Access to talent will become more important and more competitive. The skills gap that exists today will not close in the near future, which means companies and countries that can attract, develop and retain the highest skilled talent – from scientists, researchers and engineers to technicians and skilled production workers – will come out on top. In the race to future prosperity, nothing will matter more than talent.

**Talent is a nation’s most critical natural resource**

CEOs view talent as key to the success of both companies and countries. In the 2010 Global Manufacturing Competitiveness Index, top executives identified talent-driven innovation as more important than any other single driver of manufacturing competitiveness (Figure 54). Talent-driven innovation is characterized as both the quality and availability of a country’s workers, scientists, researchers, engineers and teachers – who “collectively have the capacity to continuously innovate and, simultaneously, improve production efficiency.”74

The 2010 index, which is based on survey of over 400 CEOs around the world and dozens of additional in-person interviews, supports the idea that a nation’s skilled workers, scientists and engineers are a greater driver of manufacturing competitiveness than access to low-cost labour.

**Figure 54: Drivers of Global Manufacturing Competitiveness**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Drivers of Global Manufacturing Competitiveness</th>
<th>Driver Index Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Talent-driven innovation</td>
<td>10=High 1=Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cost of labour and materials</td>
<td>7.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Economic cost and policies</td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Quality of physical infrastructure</td>
<td>7.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Government investments in manufacturing and innovation</td>
<td>6.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Legal and regulatory system</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Supplier network</td>
<td>5.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Local business dynamics</td>
<td>4.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Quality and availability of healthcare</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manufacturing companies continue to face a global talent crisis.

The talent shortage persists as 10 million manufacturing jobs remained unfilled globally, despite significant unemployment rates in many countries (Figure 55). According to Manpower’s 2011 survey, 34% of global employers report difficulty filling jobs due to lack of talent, up from 31% in 2010. Employers in Japan (80%), India (67%), Brazil (57%), and the United States (52%) were most likely to report problems finding talent.175 As a result, employers are delaying or abandoning growth plans, or opting to proceed at higher costs due to the need to hire overqualified candidates or imported labour.

Although many of the unfilled jobs are skilled positions, there is a multiplier effect on adjacent, less-skilled jobs. If a third shift is not running, for example, there is no need to hire unskilled personnel to support the shift.

Stories of shortages abound, including 600 openings for skilled tradespeople at AAR, a Chicago-based aviation parts maker.176 Indian firms have imported tens of thousands of Chinese workers to build and operate power plants, steel mills and telecommunications towers.177 Due in part to labour shortages, Brazilian wages and inflation are rising as the country struggles to sustain its rapid growth.178 The China Daily reports that the city of Dongguan, where most of the world’s toys are made, is a million workers short, while other Chinese cities have been offering health benefits and housing subsidies to attract workers.179

Economists warn that the impact of the talent shortage can stall economic progress. In Germany, industry watchers are warning about the need to address staff shortages in mathematics, informatics, natural sciences and engineering before these shortages impede economic recovery.180 Similarly, there are concerns that insufficient supply of qualified labour in Brazil and India will hamper growth.

Sources:

Figure 55: Unfilled Manufacturing Jobs by Country

![Image of Unfilled Manufacturing Jobs by Country](image_url)
Across all sectors, US manufacturers are facing talent shortages in areas most critical to driving innovation.

The talent crisis is evident in the United States. According to a 2011 Survey of 1,123 manufacturing executives conducted by Deloitte and the Manufacturing Institute, 67% of US-based manufacturers are reporting a moderate to severe shortage of available, qualified workers and 56% anticipating the shortage to grow worse in the next three to five years. The volume of available candidates due to the high unemployment rate has not improved the talent shortage as 5% (or 600,000) of manufacturing jobs remain unfilled simply because employers cannot find people with the right skills.

All sectors are impacted by the skills gap but automotive, energy, aerospace and defence, and industrials are showing greater than average difficulty filling jobs (Figure 56). The greatest shortages are evident among skilled production workers, technologists, scientists and design engineers (Figure 57). This is concerning, but not surprising, as these are the job types that are traditionally among the hardest to find existing talent to fill as they are the most critical to driving innovation, have the biggest impact on performance and require the most training. The chief executive of Caterpillar recently said that the company’s difficulty finding qualified hourly production staff, technicians, and engineering personnel is “hurting our manufacturing base in the US.”

---

**Figure 56: US Companies Facing Shortages by Sector**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Shortage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and resources</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace &amp; Defense</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial products</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life sciences and medical devices</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology, media and telecommunications</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer products</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Deloitte Analysis of 2011 Skills Gap Survey. Deloitte Development LLC and The Manufacturing Institute*

**Figure 57: US Manufacturing Shortage of Workers by Job Type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Level</th>
<th>Low Shortage</th>
<th>Moderate Shortage</th>
<th>No Shortage</th>
<th>Serious Shortage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unskilled production</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled production</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering technologist</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists and design engineers</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Deloitte Analysis of 2011 Skills Gap Survey. Deloitte Development LLC and The Manufacturing Institute*
The ageing global population will exacerbate the talent shortage

The talent shortage is the result of both the skills mismatch, and shifting global populations that result in 65,000 people a day reaching retirement age. The retirement trend is worldwide and is expected to sustain for the next 10 years. The ageing global population will change workforce demographics, tighten labour supply, and increase the tax burden on the working population, whose relative size is declining. Some countries, including France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Russia, and the Ukraine, already have seen an absolute decline in the size of their workforce.

The most rapid increases in the 65-and-older population are occurring in emerging countries, which will see a jump of 140% by 2030 (Figure 58). In China, the United Nations predicts 28% of the population will pass 65 by 2040, translating into roughly 400 million senior citizens, more than the combined populations of France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the United Kingdom. In all cases, an ageing population limits the growth of the science and engineering labour force. Only India will continue to possess a large, youthful workforce. By 2030, only 12% of its swelling workforce of scientific, technical and professionals will be over 60 years old.

Figure 58: Global Age Distribution

Universities in emerging markets are producing plenty of graduates, but the quality of these graduates has been questioned.

Although many believe that the increased volume of graduates from universities in emerging markets will remedy the talent shortage, quality concerns render this unlikely, at least in the short term. It is true that the number of graduates is rapidly increasing; however, the relative quality of the universities is not keeping pace. Concerns regarding the employability of engineering graduates from institutions in emerging markets linger due to questions around instructor qualifications, soaring student-teacher ratios, and variability of curricula. In addition, the word “engineer” can mean different things in China than it does in the rest of the world and may include auto mechanics and shipbuilding labourers. In general, multinationals consider graduates from emerging nations as less employable than their developed world counterparts.

Examination of the QS World University Rankings provides a fact base for the quality concern. In 2011, 215 US-based science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) programmes are ranked globally, while only 29 Chinese programmes can claim the honour. However, Chinese universities graduated many more students in the STEM disciplines (over 500,000 compared with 150,000 in the United States). However, it should be noted that government initiatives in emerging markets have helped many universities improve their rankings and, therefore, the future educational picture may be quite different.

Nations and corporations are fighting to overcome the talent scarcity on multiple fronts. Emerging nations are pursuing multiple tactics to overcome the talent shortage, including competing fiercely to attract and retain skilled workers, and working to develop advanced capabilities to transform the labour pool.

China and other emerging nations are implementing strategies to retain or recall skilled workers from overseas. A study by the Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing reported that approximately two-thirds of Chinese who have studied abroad since the 1980s have chosen not to return home. In an effort to reduce the brain drain, China has implemented a series of incentives such as granting special privileges to those who graduate from foreign universities (e.g. the right to work either in urban or rural areas without adhering to their native provincial registration); offering special promotions to high-salaried positions; facilitating visa documents for domestic and international travel; and, for current international students, providing research support budgets.

India is among the nations implementing strategies to develop local talent to drive economic progress. With aspirations of increasing manufacturing output to 25% of GDP and creating 100 million jobs by 2025, India needs to train 500 million skilled labourers by 2022 and improve on the 5% of the labour force with formal training (compared with 70% in China and 95% in South Korea). The government has engaged private industry and mobilized a new organization, the National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC), to identify and fund vocational education businesses. To date, NSDC has approved US$ 150 million in funding for 29 ventures that will train 40 million youth in diverse trades over the next 10 years.

Corporations and private organizations are collaborating with educators to reduce the impact of the talent shortage.

Collaboration among corporations, academia and private organizations is critical to reducing the skills gap and talent-focused alliances are evident throughout the world. In India, Satyam, a large IT outsourcing company, began training talent in-house following concerns over the skills of domestic graduates. The resulting programme, Satyam Entry-level Engineering Development (SEED), trains 600 to 800 engineers per year with curricula for aerospace and mechanical design generated in collaboration with the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore; the Indian Institute of Technology, Chennai; and the Central Institute of Tool Design. Its graduates help the company avoid the high costs associated with recruiting experienced professionals from other firms.

Non-government organizations are playing a key role in labour pool transformation. In an effort to boost employability of recent university graduates, Education for Employment, an international not-for-profit organization, offers short courses to equip graduates in the Middle East with the practical skills they need to find employment. Similarly, in the United States, The Manufacturing Institute launched the Manufacturing Skills Certificate System, endorsed by the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), which is working with high schools and community colleges to provide competency-based, customized education and training for a work-ready manufacturing workforce.

Efforts like these in developed nations, such as the United States, will be critical to keep pace with the emerging nations talent strategies. Emerging nations cannot afford to be complacent as manufacturing evolves and demands new and more skilled talent for the advanced manufacturing necessary to drive their economies.
Government Policy Shapes the Future of Manufacturing

The strategic use of public policy to enable economic development will intensify resulting in a competition between nations for policy effectiveness and placing a premium on collaboration between policy-makers and business leaders to create win-win outcomes.

With competition increasing for so many resources and capabilities, and with the prosperity of nations hanging in the balance, policy-makers will be actively looking for the right combination of trade, tax, labour, energy, education, science, technology and industrial policy levers to generate the best possible future for their citizens. Despite many instances of failed industrial policies in history, policy-makers are increasingly turning to intervention in an attempt to influence positive outcomes and accelerate development.

This means that policy-makers will need to carefully pull the right levers, at the right time in a balanced approach while being mindful of unintended consequences. Companies will need to be more sophisticated and engaged in their interactions with policy-makers to help strike the balanced approach necessary to enable success for all.

Manufacturing policy is changing as countries use more sophisticated and assertive policies as a competitive tool

While it remains controversial in many circles, countries are using industrial policy to stimulate specific activities and promote structural change. Broader macroeconomic policies are being used to promote certain domestic industries through tax and subsidy measures. Some of these protectionist measures are meant to be temporary, enforced only until the target industry matures enough to compete on a global scale, while others are being used as competitive tools to intervene with market forces, propping up and entrenching potentially less efficient domestic firms in order to meet short-term job and economic goals or disadvantage foreign rivals.

Industrial policy becomes fashionable again

Supporting the renewed use of industrial policy are the following excerpts from an August 2010 article in The Economist entitled, “Picking Winners, Saving Losers”:

- Japan’s Prime Minister, Naoto Kan, said in April (2010) that the government wanted to create a new “Japan Inc.”, deepening the links between business and the state. In June the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) announced a strategy to combat the “increasingly aggressive” industrial policies of America, Britain, China, France, Germany and South Korea.
- Like America, European countries have lavished money on banks and carmakers. The European Commission will unveil a new, active industrial strategy later this year, which will pay more attention to manufacturing and less to services and “knowledge” industries.
- “Industrial policy is no longer taboo,” says Mario Monti, a former competition commissioner. “There’s a revival of demand for it.” France’s government, having retreated from directing industry in recent years, launched a heavily interventionist policy in March, vowing to lift manufacturing output by one-quarter over five years.
- Inspired by the French, Britain’s Labour government last year set up a Strategic Investment Fund to steer £750m (US$ 1.2 billion) of state money to particular industries and companies. The Conservative-led coalition has since rejected what it calls a “new interventionism.” around the world. It has cancelled some loans, such as one to Sheffield Forgemasters, a northern steel firm. But much of Labour’s plan remains.
- The World Bank, after decades of consensus that industrial policy does not work for emerging nations, is now recommending its use. A recent paper by Justin Lin, the bank’s chief economist, and a colleague, Célestin Monga, examines how governments can identify possibly successful policies and likely failures.
Definitions

**Industrial policy** “denotes a nation’s declared, official, total strategic effort to influence industry sector development and, thus, national industry portfolio.” These interventionist measures comprise “policies that stimulate specific activities and promote structural change.” Industrial policies are typically sector specific.

Many types of industrial policies contain common elements with other types of interventionist practices such as trade policy and fiscal policy. An example of a typical industrial policy is import-substitution-industrialization (ISI), where trade barriers are temporarily imposed on some key sectors, such as manufacturing. By selectively protecting certain industries, these industries are given time to learn (learning by doing) and upgrade. Once competitive enough, these restrictions are lifted to expose the selected industries to the international market.

**Macroeconomic policies** are broader than industrial policies, impacting numerous or non-specific industry sectors. Examples of horizontal, economy-wide policies are tightening credit or taxing capital gain, while examples of vertical, sector-specific policies comprise protecting textiles from foreign imports or subsidizing export industries. Free market advocates consider industrial policies as interventionist measures typical of mixed economy countries.

**Manufacturing strategy or manufacturing policy** for a country can be considered the collective elements of industrial policy and macroeconomic policy that contributes to a growing, competitive manufacturing industry.

Policy-makers are getting more involved for four reasons:

1. To stimulate growth. With unemployment stubbornly high in many markets, well-fashioned policy may be a way to save or create jobs, and help domestic firms fight competition.
2. To diversify away from stagnant industries both within manufacturing and in other parts of the economy, including services, and rebalance the economy with next generation industries with the potential for strong growth and high-value jobs, such as in clean energy technology.
3. To not fall behind global competitors and to follow what are often considered successful examples such as China and South Korea, which have used policy to shape industry with positive results in fuelling economic prosperity and global competitiveness.
4. To respond to political pressure from important constituents in business and labour demanding policy-makers address competitiveness issues and confront the practices of other nations.

Whatever the reason, the practice is winning converts. As noted above, the World Bank, after years of suggesting that industrial policy was anathema for emerging countries, is now recommending its use.

The best policies learn from past missteps

The worst policy problems occur when politicians intervene in an attempt to save jobs, businesses or industry sectors that are no longer competitive. Policy is least prone to failure when it follows, rather than tries to lead, the market, targeting industries that already demonstrate a comparative advantage. Policy also tends to be successful when a government is dealing with areas where it is of strategic importance, natural competence, or vital to the nation’s defence, such as military technology or energy supply.

Cited Examples of Missteps

- **China:** China’s experiments with the high-tech industry have not fared well. The Chinese government tried to promote a home-grown 3G technology, TD-SCDMA, or TD-S, which was not successful. In 2008, the government insisted the country’s largest mobile operator, China Mobile, adopt the technology, but even this huge firm has struggled to sell it to its customers.
- **Denmark:** In 1992, the Danish Business Development Fund was established to provide high-risk loans to start-ups and established enterprises in emerging industries. With generous provisions for renegotiation, more than 60% of total funding was lost on the 900 projects the fund supported in its initial years.
- **France:** In 1980s, the French government spent about US$ 6 billion on acquiring a number of lumbering electronics giants like CII Honeywell Bull and Thomson. In addition, a number of promising smaller firms were either acquired directly by the government or pressured into merging with the giants. The result was a disaster, with annual subsidies for annual losses growing from US$ 226 million in 1980 to US$ 4.6 billion in 1982.

Cited Examples of Success

- **China:** China’s public assistance to new industries helped it to register phenomenal growth in manufacturing. State-owned enterprises served as incubators for the right talent and skill-sets. Further, the export incentives helped Chinese companies to break into global markets.
- **India:** Economic liberalization played a significant role in starting the country’s growth trajectory. The economy has fared quite well in all dimensions, including GDP growth, FDI inflows, FOREX reserves and trade.
- **United States:** The US Department of Defense acted as the growth catalyst in the developing phase of the Silicon Valley. The Internet is a product of a Defense Department project initiated in 1969.
Policy-makers can make an impact by employing a wide breadth and depth of policy levers across a variety of sectors. Globalization, and the rapid development of emerging economies into the manufacturing landscape, has changed the way countries use policy. Historically, large developed nations have taken a similar approach in targeting and implementing foundational policies such as tax policies. However, new global entrants in emerging nations tend to focus first on core basics such as infrastructure and energy, followed by areas like science, technology, and innovation to provide a competitive advantage (Figure 60).

These emerging nations may end up leap-frogging developed nations in certain areas and therefore change how countries compete from a policy perspective. The globalization of markets has increased competition in many industries, which in turn has placed a premium on a government’s ability to provide quickness and flexibility in responding to shifts in market demand.

Industry sectors targeted and the specific policy levers employed have a strong impact on the overall effect of manufacturing policy on an economy. Some sectors (such as clean tech) will benefit more than others (such as the garment industry), and nations will place their bets according to where they want to end up – with hopefully a strong acknowledgment of current capabilities and future required capabilities. The typical policy levers used – tax, trade, talent, infrastructure, education, energy, science, technology and innovation – will evolve over time and be used at different strategic points.

Having a robust set of policies in place over just one dimension may not be as beneficial as using multiple levers. Too much focus in any one area at the expense of the others could also result in only a minimal impact on the overall prosperity of a nation. However, more policy is not necessarily better policy. Policy should not attempt to defy natural market forces, but rather stimulate natural market forces that will lead to a favourable outcome.
Case Study #1: Comparing Policy Frameworks for Clean Energy

Clean energy is a sector of particular focus in the global marketplace. Like policy in other sectors, clean energy policy must strive to be comprehensive, cohesive, and investor-friendly to be effective. Figure 61 maps the clean energy policies of various countries based on an assessment of the depth of the policy levers used, the amount of money being spent by the nation, and the impact, measured as gigawatts of renewable energy capacity that a nation is generating.

Depth of policy represents the number of parameters covered by a nation’s clean energy policy (e.g., carbon cap, carbon market, renewable energy standard, clean energy tax incentives, auto efficiency standards, feed-in tariffs, government procurement and green bonds) to indicate the relative comprehensiveness of a country’s policy within this sector. Government spending on clean energy in 2010, depicted by the size of the bubble shows the size of a country’s investment in this sector, that is, how big of a bet it is placing in this sector, how much it is trying to influence/invest in the sector. The analysis seems to strongly suggest that one approach does not work for all and reinforces that notion that policy is as much an art as it is a science.

Some countries have broader and deeper policies, and have spent more money, but with a limited impact. Others seem to be using a much narrower set of levers but have much more to show for it, assuming the goals is to develop gigawatt hours of renewable energy capacity. Based on this analysis, China has a strong overall position, with high capacity, strong government support, and a relatively comprehensive policy. At the same time, Germany appears to be employing a wider breadth of policy levers and making sizeable investments with capacity still lagging that of China’s. With continued focus and fine-tuning, the right set of policies and incentives, Germany’s capacity is likely to increase in the future.

Figure 60: Case Study: Manufacturing Policy Framework for Alternative Energy – How do Countries Compare?
Case Study #2: India’s Industrial Policy Journey

By looking at India’s recent history, most notably since the post-economic liberalization of 1991, there is compelling evidence that policy reforms have had a positive impact on the industry and economy as a whole. Figure 62 depicts India’s recent journey of policy reformation, where beginning in 1948, the first Industrial Policy Resolution of a newly independent India used policy to develop business regulations and initiate central planning efforts, though it incorporated protectionist measures as a way to develop its infant industrial base. Later, the Industrial Policy statement of 1973 identified high priority industries where institutional and foreign investment was allowed.

A few years later, in 1977, policy emphasized decentralization and the role of small-scale industries. In 1980, further attention was focused on the need for encouraging competition in the domestic market, as well as modernizing and upgrading on the technological front. Through the development and use of these policies, India cultivated a climate for rapid industrial growth.

These early policies encouraged the development of an industrial base, however, India recognized that to achieve further growth and objectives of the industrial sector for the 1990s and beyond it was necessary to make a number of changes in the system. Through the post-liberalization of India beginning in 1991, major policy initiatives and reforms were put in place to actively encourage Indian entrepreneurship to be internationally competitive. Tariff and interest rates were reduced, the industrial licensing system was abolished, several public monopolies were ended, and automatic approval of FDI in many sectors was allowed.

As a result, the Indian economy benefited greatly as these policy measures enabled industrial progress through becoming more competitive, efficient and modern, as exhibited by significant increases in FDI, imports, foreign exchange reserves, manufacturing GDP, and overall GDP (Figure 63).

Figure 61: Case Study: India: Timeline of Policy Reforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-Liberalization</th>
<th>Post-Liberalization</th>
<th>Way forward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Industrial Policy Resolution of Independent India</td>
<td>Emphasis on promoting competition in the domestic market, technological upgradation and modernization</td>
<td>Announcement of National Manufacturing Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Protectionist policy</td>
<td>• Concentrated on decentralization</td>
<td>• Economic liberalization initiated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Large public sector</td>
<td>• Emphasis on the role of small-scale, tiny and cottage industries</td>
<td>• Reforms to correct prior policy decisions: They reduced tariffs and interest rates, abolished License Raj, ended several public monopolies and allowed automatic approval FDI in many sectors to correct prior policy decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emphasis on business regulation and central planning</td>
<td></td>
<td>• A roadmap to create 100 million new jobs in manufacturing and promote its GDP contribution to more than 25% by 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources:
Figure 62: India Case Study: Policy reforms have had a positive impact on industry and economy as a whole, as India witnessed an all-round growth post-economic liberalization in 1991
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Source: WTO; UNCTAD; Reserve Bank of India; Planning Commission of India
Case Study #3: China’s Industrial Policy Journey

Figure 63: China Case Study: Timeline of Policy Reforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-Liberlization</th>
<th>Post-Liberlization</th>
<th>Way Forward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Great Leap Forward: First plan to transform Chinese agrarian community into a modern communist society through industrialization</td>
<td>• China opened its economy</td>
<td>• Aims to reduce dependency on foreign exports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• This plan ended in a catastrophe as it led to a widespread famine</td>
<td>• Government tried to increase the role of market mechanisms in Communism by reducing direct government control</td>
<td>• Identified emerging strategic industries which are crucial to country’s future growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Damage control was the top priority.</td>
<td>• The government called for increased efficiency and assimilation of modern technology</td>
<td>• R&amp;D expenditure to be 2.2% of GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Universities began to reopen and foreign contacts increased</td>
<td>• Plans for accelerated growth of energy and raw material industries and controlled growth of manufacturing</td>
<td>• Target reform of monopoly industries for easier market entry and more competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Significant increase in investments</td>
<td>• Development of transportation and telecommunication was on high priority</td>
<td>• Emphasis on green, sustainable growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources:
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Figure 64: China Case Study: Policy Reforms – A Positive Impact on Industry and Economy as a Whole

Sources:
World Bank. (2011) Total Foreign Exchange Reserves. Available at: http://search.worldbank.org/quickview?name=Total+reserves+%28includes+gold%2C+current+US%24%29&id=FI.RES.TOTL.CD&Type=Indicators&cube_no=2&qterm=%22foreign+exchange%22

Note: Billion USD at current prices and current exchange rates
Case Study #4: Germany’s Industrial Policy Journey

Figure 65: Germany Case Study: Timeline of Policy Reforms

Pre-Unification

Stability and Growth Act of 1967
• Countercyclical policies by federal authorities to avoid shocks


Policy was
• Market oriented
• Non-interventionist

Establishment of Ministry of Research and Technology (BMFT)
• Beginning of sectoral industrial policy
• Allocation of credit to specific firms

Post-Unification

Industrial policy in an Enlarged Europe
• Promoting innovation, knowledge and research
• Entrepreneurship
• Sustainable structure of industrial production

1990 2002

Industrial Policy in an Open and Competitive Environment (European Industrial Policy)
• Securing and maintaining stable, competitive environment
• Ensuring high level of educational attainment
• Economic and social cohesion
• Environmental protection
• Standards and quality
• Public procurement
• Abolition of national quotas
• Coherent legal framework
• Trans-European networks

Way forward

Germany National Reform Programme 2011 (in line with “Europe 2020” vision)
• Increasing labour market participation
• Improving the conditions for R&D and innovation
• Emissions reductions, renewable energy and energy efficiency
• Improving educational attainment
• Promoting social inclusion, in particular by reducing poverty

1990 2011 Onwards

Sources:
Figure 66: Germany Case Study: Policy Reforms – A Positive Impact on Industry and Economy as a Whole

Sources:


Note: Billion USD at current prices and current exchange rates
Discovering balance is the key

The use of manufacturing policy, including all forms of industrial policy, is an art form with opportunities for both success and sometimes failure, with unintended consequences and negative effects for years to come. A clear, comprehensive and stable policy will provide the transparency and certainty needed for corporations and investors to make longer-term strategic decisions and investments, thereby improving the welfare of their economy and society.

Policy will be increasingly important, active, and strategic in the future, and in many cases serve as a game changer, as manufacturing competition increases and so many other sources of manufacturing competitive advantage challenged. Effective public policy can be the critical competitive differentiator for both nations and businesses.

A government’s role is to facilitate business activities and foster effective competition, without creating bureaucracy or significantly disrupting markets. The key challenge for policy-makers, and their business leader collaborators, will be to artfully develop and execute policies of thoughtful strategic intervention, with positive outcomes, without enacting policy that disrupts, excessively distorts, or interferes with the market, resulting in negative outcomes or unintended consequences for themselves or their key trading partners.

“The right model for industrial policy is not that of an autonomous government applying Pigovian taxes or subsidies (i.e. lump sum taxes or subsidies), but of strategic collaboration between the private sector and the government with the aim of uncovering where the most significant obstacles to restructuring lie and what type of interventions are most likely to remove them.”

Dani Rodrik, Harvard University
Industrial Policy in the Twenty First Century
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